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Young Wild West On A Puzzling Trail
OR, ARIETIA'S NUGGET CLUE
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-The "Cleaned-out" Miner.
"Cleaned you out completely, eh?"
"Yes, young feller, an' I feel mighty sore about
it, too. I was on my way for home, with them
two burros loaded with as much gold as they
could carry. I had all I could git along with on
my horse, too, an' it was most all in nugigetsbig nuggets that would melt out morn'n sixty per
cent. It sartinly is tough, an' no mistake I"
"I agree with you, stranger. I believe you said
when we came up and found you here that the
robbery occurred early this morning?"
"Yes, that's all right. I was jest thinkin' of
gi.ttin ready to move. I hatl finished my breakfast, an' was Iightnin' my pipe, when ther thieves
come along. There was six of 'em, an' all was
unknown to me. I never seen any of 'em before.
They was very polite about it, too. I had ter
sit down an' watch 'em as they took everything
[ had an' rode away. I knowed if I tried to do
anything I'd git shot. They told me that."
"Well, I think you were wise in acting that
way. But don't worry about it, stranger. I
reckon we will help you recover the stolen p;old."
"But there ain't enough of yer to tackle them
;six desperate men. You've got ladies with yer,
too. I don't see how you kin help me any."
"Probably you can't now, but you will see later
cm. What is your name, my friend?"
"Dan Hastings."
"All right, Mr. Hastings, we are going to iget
'back your nuggets for you."
"I hope you kin do it, but I don't see how.
Maybe you'll tell me who yer are, boy?"
"Certainly. My name is Young Wild West.
Take it easy, Mr. Hastings. I'll introduce you
to my companions, and then we will take the
trail of the scoundrels."
The scene was a lonely spot in the mountains
of south-western Colorado. It was toward the
middle of an afternoon in Ma;y, a few years ago,
when that portion of the Wild West was in a
Jess inhabited state than at the present time.
Young Wild West and his friends, whlle riding
along on one of their horseback trips in search
of excitement and adventure, and fortune, too,
if it happened to come their way, had come upon
a man who was sitting up on a rock at the side

of a trail, in a very dejected state of mind. The
man had greeted them eagerly and hurriedly related that he had been cleaned out. Then the
foreigoing conversation ensued.
It is hardly necessarv to introduce Young
Wild West, the well-known Boy Hero and Champion Deadshot of the West, since his daring deeds
and exciting adventures have been followed for
a long time by readers almost everywhere that
the English language is spoken. With the boy
were his companions who usually traveled with
him. They were Cheyenne Charlie, the wellknown scout and Indian fighter, and his wife,
Anna; Jim Dart and his sweetheart, Eloise
Gardner, and last but not least, golden-hafred
Arietta Murdock, the sweetheart of Young Wild
West himself. We might add that with them
were two Chinamen who were brothers, named
Hop Wah and Win,g Wah. They acted in the
capacity of bandy man and cook, and one of them
especially was a very valuable acquisition to the
party, as will be seen later on.
Dan Hastings, the luckless prospector who had
started for his home somewhere in the East, after
putting in three years at prosDecting, bad ,good
cause to feel discouraged. Probably the gold that
had been stolen from him would not realize him
more than fifty thousand dollars. But that was
a large sum, and the man had fiigured on living
comfortably the rest of his life. But not only
had the golden nuggets been taken from him,
but his horse and two burros as well. The vil111-ins had even relieved him of his revolver and
knife, and as he stood before Young Wild West
and his friends the man was penniless. It seemed that he had never heard of the dashing young
deadshot before, though the boy's name had
spread through the West long before this, since
he had started in upon his adventurous career
when he was hardly big enough to hold a rifle to
his shoulder. But there was nothing strange in
thls, afte1· all, since it was impossible for him to
go to every part of the vast region.
"Sure enough, Mr. Hastings," the boy said,
smiling at the prospector. "What I have told
you, I mean. You are going to get back your
nuggets, all right, just as sure as my name is
Young Wild West."
"I like ther way you talk, my boy," was the
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"\Vho said it wasn't, you yaller heathen'?"
reply. "You sartinly have made me feel a y.rhole
Jot better. There's three of yer, an' I'll make Cheyenne Charlie grnwled, for the scout was
four, for I don't count ther two heathens as s" anding close by, engaged in cleaning out a
rather black-looking pipe.
much, yer know."
"Me no talkee to yt>u, Misler Charlie," the
"Well, they come in handv somE'times, but Y'.ou
have forgotten our girls. They all lmow how to Chinaman retorted, blandly. ·"Me talkee to um
shoot, and they are not afraid to do it whenever Melic •n man whattee in hardee luckee, so be." .
"'Vell, you talk too much, anyhow, Hop."
occasion demands it. Don't you worry about the
six men who robbed you getting the best of us."
"Me vclly smartee Chinee, Misler Cliarlie." .
"See here," and the scout · acted as thou,gh lhe
Hastings said no more. Two or three minutes
later the party was riding along in the direction was quite wrothy, "you jest stop that kind of
the robbers had taken. When they got through talk, or me an' you will have it out right here.
the patch of sa,gebrush and came to a level spot, If I take a notion ter cut off that pig•aiJ of your~
here and there fresh hoofprints could be seen. you'll never be able ter n-o back to China again."
The trail was still in evidence, so they continued
Hop grinned, then looked at- Charlie in a
on. But after a while the ground became so pitying sort of way.
rocky and hard that it was no longer possible to
"Misler Charlie," said Hop, after a rather
tell Ju t the right direction to follow.
lengthy pause, as he stepped forward and put
"We'll have lo !eave it to the horses now," out his hand. "me thlinkee velly muchee of you,
said our hero. "SpitfiTe knows pre 1·ty well how so he. Me Jikee you allee timee."
io follow a trail. You can bet he'll keep right
Cheyenne Char] ie also ,grinned and answered:
on the same way the scoundrels went."
"An' I feE!l ther same way toward you, Hop."
"Some horses will do that" answered the prosCharlie took his hand and gave it such a h~arty
pector, with a nod. 'But there ain't many of shake that the Chinaman winced. But he di.d
'em."
not do it because he wanted to hurt him any.
"Well, ours are all that kind. You see, we That shake came from his heart.
have trained them pretty well."
"Me no play· some more tlicks on you. Misler
"They're all mighty fine beasts," and Hastinigs Charlie," the Chinaman declared, shakin,g his
nodded as he looked at the rest of the horses head solemnly. ·
1:elonging to the party. "That one ther igal is
"Well, all right, then. I won't tell ver I'm
ridin' alongside of yer is a very putty animal, an' goin' ter cut off that pigtail of yours ag-'in."
no mistake."
"La• allee light, Misler Charlie. You tellee me
Such was, indeed, the case, for Arietta's mount la+, allee samee two, thlee hundled timee, so be.
was a cream-white bronclio with a very lonig But you no cuttee off yet, so be. M:e knowee
mane and tail. He was full of speed and en- you no cutlee off mv pigtail, MisJ-er Charlie.
durance, too, and this was really the best nart Yo,;i velly ,g oodee Melican man . . Me likee you
of him. The party was riding along· with their velly muche. Hip hi! hoolay!"
horses at a walk while the conversation was kept
Then Hop suddenly returned to his frivolous
up. Wild lef t it to the sorrel to go his own way, state
of mind. and he began dancing about as
for he was well satisfied that they were still on ' though his pedal
had suddenly bethe trail of the robbers, even if there was no com<> imbued wi th extremities
nrrings.
evidence of a trail. They kept on over the rocky
"What a funny Chinee!" exclaimed the prosground until the sun was disappearing behind a pector.
"I'll
jagged line far to the West. Then as he sud- gits started."bet he's a real wonder when he once
denly heard the sound of running water, Young
"He certainly is, Dan," the young deadshot anWild West exclaimed :
. swered.
"Well, I reckon we have done enou,gh to-day.
Then turnin,g to the clever Chinee, added:
We'll stop right here and put up for the night."
''Hop. supnose you show Mr. Hastings your
The ne;;:t minute they rode down a slight de- wonderful
disappearing
I think that is
scent and found themselves before a grotto among about as good a thing as trick?
you ever show us."
the cliffs, where a tiny stream of water trickled
"Allee Jig-ht, Misler Wild," and glancing hurf,,.om the rocks above. It was iust the sort of riedly
around him, so he could get his bearings,
camping-place that Young Wild West and his the Chinaman
forward until he was
friends liked, for there was plenty of grass grow- within about tenstepped
of a big rock that loomed
ing ::ilon!! the bank of the little brook for the up blackly amongfeet
the lighter-shaded ones of the
horses to feed upon. At a word from the young grntto.
deadshot all hands dismounted, and then the two
"Now, Jen, Misler Hastings," he said, nodding
Chinamen started to unload the two pack-horses
to the prospector, "me wantee tellee you somethey had been leading.
thling. Me gottee uncle in China whattee velly
smartee Chinee. Me velly smartee Chinee, too
so be. Me likee my uncle. Lis morning my
CHAPTER II.-Hasting-s Forgets His Loss for a uncle tellee me to allee samee comee to-night,
when it gittee dark, and see him. Me gottee go
Time.
pletty soonee."
"All right, Hop; let's see yer go to China an'
When Dan Hastings had eaten a good supper
he was in fine spirits. The sun had set by this see your uncle."
time, and darkness was at hand. Jµst then Hop,
While he had been talking the clever Chinawho had finished eating his supper, walked to- man had sprinkled some powder in a ring about
ward them, and bowillg, politely, said:
the SJ;>Ot he was standilll&' upon. So clever was he
"Vell:y nicee evenill.g, &;o be."
In domg this that not even Young Wild West or
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any of his associates saw him do it. But that course, you know he used the smoke to enable
him to get away without being seen."
was due to the sleight-of-hand.
"Yes, I know that. But where did he go?"
"Now, len, Misler Hastings," the Chinaman
"Behind that rock, probably."
went on, in his smooth, bland style of speaking,
"Oh! is there a chance ter git behind that? I
"me light um ctgar so me smokee when me allee
samee go t-0 see my uncle. When me comee back thought that was right a1g'in ther cliff."
He walked around and soon found that there
me smokee um samee cigar, so be. Me no be gone
more Ian fivee minutes."
was plenty of room behind it.
"Go ahead, Hop. Let us know when you git
"I see now," he declared, with a laugh.
"Me velly smartee Chinee," Hop declared.
there," and Hastings laughed lightly.
"Shet up!" called out Cheyenne Charlie.
Hop lit a cigar, which he took from his
"Allee light, l\1isler Charlie. Me no say somepocket, and then let the match drop gently to t.he
ground before him, before the blaze died out. thling more."
Hastings seemed to have fo1\g;otten all about
There was a sharp flash, and then a dense cloud
of smoke arose, completely obscuring the China- his loss, and he was eager for the Chinaman to
•
man from view, and almost blinding- the pros- go ahead with his entertainment.
"Show me somcthin' more. Hop," he said.
pector who, unlike the rest of the party, was not
"Allee light," and the clever Chinee proceeded
expecting it.
to do so, perfol'ming seve1·al mystifying tricks,
The prospector started back and began cough- and one or two that were really humorous, with
ing, for the smoke certainly was anything but the prospector for his victim.
pleasant to inhale. But it quickly died away,
In this way the evening passed. and when it
and when he looked at the spot the Chinaman came time to retire for the night Wild apnointed
had been standjng· upon it was vacant.
Charlie to stand first watch, Jim the second,
"He's 1gone, Dan," said ChGyenne Charlie, while he would do the final himself. But the
shrugging his shoulders and laughing. "That night passed without anything happening. Wild
heathen is a wonder, an' you kin bet on it. He'll was walking about shortly after daylight, thinkpay a quick yjsit to his uncle in China, an' then iI1Jg it about time to call the cook, so that a fire
he'll come back ag'in."
might be kindled to get the breakfast ready.
"Great Jupiter!" exclaimed Dan, his eyes open- Suddenly he caught sight of a moving form about
the
how
inig wide, . for he could not understand
a hundred feet distant. It was a man, and he
Chinaman had been able to disappear so quickly. appeared to be spying upon them. Without showHe looked around, even stepping over the in1g that he had seen him, the boy went over
niches and crannies in the grotto. But no China- to the tent and called out:
"Come, Hop! Come, Wing! -Get up!"
man was to be found, save Wing, who was sitting
Then as Charlie was aroused by his voice, he
before the larger of the two tents, dozing, just
as though nothing was going on around him. leaned over and said, in a whisper:
"Keep your eyes open, Charlie. There is a
When just about five minutes had elapsed there
was another flash within th1·ee or four feet of man spying on us. I am going to try and catch
the prospector. Then, as before, a pillar of him."
Without another word the y,ourug deadshot
smoke arose. Hastings got up and ran away, but
did not take his eyes from the place where the walked around until he got close to the side
smoke came from. He coughed and sputtered, of the grotto, and then he proceeded cautiously
but kept on watching it, and when it finally in the direction he had seen the man disappear.
began to gradually float away he saw the Chinaman standing there serenely.
"Hip hi I hoolay ! Me allee samee gittee back,
so be. Me velly smartee Chinee!" Hop exclaimed, CHAPTER III.-Another Victim of the Robbers.
as he bowed to the prospector.
Young Wild West did not think it was one of
"Thunder!" Hastings ejaculated. "He sartinly the villains who had robbed the prospector who
did come back, an' mighty quick, too. Did yer w~s sneaking about the camp. He did not know
fuid your uncle all right, Hop?"
whether it was a friend or foe. but bent on satis"He velly well, so be. Me likee stay lillee fying himself on this point, he moved stealthily
longer, but me tellee you me come back velly along, takin1g care to hide himself as much as
m,uchee quickee, so me comee. Me no tellee lie." possible behiI).d the rocks.
·
"No, I know you wouldn't lie. You said a little
In this way he soon reached the exact spot
while ago you was jest like Georg-e Washington. where he had seen the form of the man disapWell, that was a putty good trick. I can't for pear. Peering cautiously from behind a big rock,
ther like of me understand how yer done it."
he caught sight of him. One glance was suffiThe man looked about him in a puzzled way. cient for the boy to decide that the fellow was
Though he saw the rock behind Hop, he had no not what might be called a villain, for he ceridea just then that the Chinaman had taken tainly did not look like it. On the other hand,
advantage of the smoke and simply crept behind he appeared to be one who was in trouble. Keepit. But Hastings was not superstitious about ing perfectly quiet, the bov waited to see what
what had happened, for he was not that kind would happen. Presently the man came walking
of a man. He had seen all sorts of ma.gic tricks directly toward him, muttering to himself. He
in his day, but this one he could not quite under- stepped right alongside the rock, and then said,
stand.
aloud:
"How did he do it, anyhow, Wild?" he asked
"I don't know whether ter go around there or
eur hero, after a while.
not. There's no tellin' jest what them people are.
"Well, I'll tell you, Dan," was the reply. "Of It's hard ter know whether you're gain' ter meet
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friends or foes in these parts. S'pose they ha-o- how is it that you happerled along- this way so
pen ter be outlaws, or some gang what would early?"
"Well, I'll tell yer. I struck out ·from ther
make short work of me. Well, I'm in hard luck,
though I've got two hors,:,s. so I reckon I miight trail a little afore daylight. After them thieves
as well risk it. I'll see if they kin help me out." left me I kept on goin' ther same way I was
when I met 'em. But about two miles to ther
"What is the trouble, my friend?"
an' as my horse
Wild stepped from behind the rock as he put • north of here I struck a ravine,
wanted ter turn into it, I let him go. I camped
the question to the stranger.
out, an'
"Hello!" exclaimed the man, starting back in there for ther night, 'cause I \.V:as tireddaylightf
surprise. "I didn't know you was there, young little while ago, jest afore it was ,gettin'
I rode 'on through ther ravine this way unti
feller." .
"I know you 'tlidn't. But you seem to be in I happened ter see your tents among ther rocks.
Then I drew back a little an' left my horse here,
trouble. What is the matter?"
an' ·sneaked around ter f..,d out what sort of
"Well, I was robbed yisterday."
people was at thel'- camp. I known putty well
"Robbed, eh? How is that?"
it wasn't ther same gang what robbed me. 'cause
"WeU:; I was ridin' along when I fell in with they
didn't have :no tents with 'em. But one
six men who appeared to be awful friendly. They experience with robbers was enough for me, so
out
was
I
said
I
an'
,goin',
was
I
where
asked me
I was ,goin' ter be putty sure that you was all
this way prospectin' for gold. They told me ter right afore I come up."
ther
to
agreed
I
when
an'
come alone- with 'em,
"Well, I guess you will find that we are all
leader, who said his name was Spotty, asked me
if I had any money. I was fool enough ter tell right, Dempsey. Come on."
Wild took one of the horses by the bridle and
him l ~ad, an' I showed it ter him. I had iest a
hundred an' sixty dollars. Then he told me he started for the camp, followed by the delighted
would take care of it for me, an' ther rest all man. Charlie was crouching- behind a rock, rifle
laughed. I knowed then that I'd fell in with in hand, but the moment he saw them coming he
thieves. But there wasn't no use of tryin' ter arose and called out:
· "Hello! We have got another visitor, ch?"
git out of it, so I had ter ,give it ter him. Then
"That's right, Charlie, and he happens to be
they took my gun an' my knife, an' told me ter
light out in some other direction. I tried hard in about the same boat as Dan Hastings, onlv he
ter make 'em let me have my gun an' knife, hasn't said that he was robbed of any gold dust."
"Gold dust! No!" and Dempsey shook his
but they wouldn't do it, sayin' that they needed
head. I hadn't found none yet."
all ther weap.ins they could git hold of."
By this time all hands were awaJrn. Jim Dart
"When did this happen?"
"About ther middle of ther forenoon, yister- quickly appeared, and then Wild introduced the
stranger to his partners. While Dempsey was
day."
his story, the g·irls came out of their
telling
gan,g
the
with
in
fell
vou
reckon
I
"Oh, I see!
was the last to appear, and when he
Dan
tent.
your
to
previous
man
another
who had robbed
introduced to his fellow-victim and
been
had
meeting them."
heard his story, he held out his hand and ex"Well, I don't know nothin' about that. But claimed:
I'd
after
an'
'em,
they had an extra hQrse with
"Put her there, pa1·d ! It seems that we're in
come to a halt when they drove me away, blamed ther
same boat."
·
have
if ther horse didn't show up. He must
"Yes, that's so," was the reply, "only you got
got away from 'em, an' when he seen me he a whole lot ther worst of it. They took your gold
come right on, an' let me ketch him easy. I've an' everything· yer had but your clothes. But
got him over there behind them bushes with my they did lea-..e me a horse. But is this. your
own horse. But I didn't need a horse, young borne?" and he pointed to the animal he had
feller. What I needed was my igun an' knife an' brought with him.
my money."
"Jumpin' cats!" exclaimed Hastings delight"Well, I am glad you got hold of that extra edly. "It sartinlv is my na.g-."
'
horse, my friend. But, say, what is your name?"
Then h_e ran forw'lrd and fairly hugged the
Tom."
me
calls
Everybody
Dempsey.
"Thomas
horse, wh 1 ch seemed to recognize him, for it gave
"Well, I am Young Wild West. Perhaps you a low whinny.
have l:)eard of me."
"Diel you see ther two bunos that belonged
'
"Heard of yer! Well, it seems ter me I have, to me?" he asked, a moment later.
young feller. You ain't ther bov what's called
"Yes ther gan1g had 'em with 'em. Thev was
ther Champion Deadshot of ther West, are yer?" loaded down, t<:>, an' I guessed it was gold dWlt
"Yes, the very same. I am very glad you hap- they was carry•n', but none of 'em said anything
pened along here, Demp~ey, especially with an about it. Of course, I thought when I met 'em
extra horse. We have a man with us who was that everything they had with 'em belonged ter
robbed by this same 1gang- you s]':)oke of. They 'em, even to their horses."
took his horse, too, and no doubt the one you
"Well, tJ:iem ~wo ~urros is mine, an' what they
have with you is his. Go on and get the ho1·ses." was carrymg- 1s mme, too. Young Wild West
"All right, Young Wild West," and the man says I'm goin' tel· git it back an' I believe it
p.ppeared to be overjoyed at having found friends. Now, then, if you'll stick ter ils an' help us I'll
µI'll git 'em. i)1 a jiffy."
'
make it worth your whi"le."
Wild followed him to the clump of bushes and
"I'll stick to yer, if vou want me ter. I don't
saw that there were two horses there, sure know what else I'm goin' ter do. I ain't ,got a
enongh.
do~,iar 1 er m:v, name, an' no grub, either."
"Come right on to the camp," he said. "But . Well, don t worry yourself on that - score,
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"We always carry

"There ain't no doubt about that," and Hast-

erally manage to have what we want to eat. We
are on the trail of the six scoundrels, and you
can bet we'll come across them sooner or later.
Just now the trail seems to be a puzzling one.
But that's all right; we'll get them."
"Well, jest let me git a chance at that feller
what called himself Spotty," and Dempsey shook
hi,c; head in a solemn manner.· "If I don't make
him beg for mercy, I'll never do another thing in
my life. That feller is one of ther worst scoundrels I ever met. He had sich a nice way about
him when I first fell in with him that I almost
thought he was a very fine man. But when he
made me give up my money an' laughed at me
when I done it, I could have shot him dead on
ther spot."
"But it waoo't policy ter do it, of course," ob.served Hastings, shaking his head. "I know ther
feller you mean. thcugh he didn't tell me what
his name was. I could easy tell who ther leader
·
was."
"No, it wasn't policy for me ter do anything,
'cause what show would I have had with six men,
all of 'em ready ter pull ther triggers of their
guns in a jiffy?"
"Just make yourself at home, Dempsey. I
reckon we can find a revolver for you. We have
already supplied Hastings with one. Hop, just
get a gun and some cartridges for this man."
Hop ran to the supplies and soon returned
with the weapon and cartridges.
"Thank yer for ther loan of this, Young Wild
West," said Dempsey. "Jest as scon as I git
bald of some money rn pay yer for it, or else I'll
buy anoth~r one a11' give it back to yei·."
"WeH, I reckon it won't be long before you'll
have your own gun, Dempsey. I am 1going to
keep on the trail, no matter how puzzling it is,
until we catch the v.illains. When I say I am
going to do a thing I generally stick to it unti_l I
do it."
"You kin bet your life he does," Cheyenne
Charlie spoke up, nodding his head. "Wild never
goes back on what he says. If he don't ketch ther
measly coyotes afore long it will be mighty·funny,
I reckon."
Wing had already gathered a bunch of dry
twigs and some heavier wood and had started a
fire. Anna wa.s assisting him, for they were
going to have corn muffins for 'breakfast, and
she was a very good ha,nd at making them.
Dempsey took a good wash in the brook, and then
he declai"ed that he felt like a new man.
"I'm putty hungry, though," he said, as he
sniffed at the coffee, which had begun to boil over
the fire. "I didn't have a whole lot of grub
with me when I met that gang: But they did
leave me with a few crackers an' a piece of
bacon."
"That's more than thev done to me," said Hastings, shaking, his head. "They didn't leave me
with a thing but ther clothes I had on."
"Well, we're both all right now, so don't worry,
pard. If YoU11Jg Wild West says we're goin' ter
ketch ther robbers, ·you kin bet he'll do it. I've
heard some talk about that boy an' his pards, an'
I reckon he knows putty well what he's doin', an'
his pards does, too."

was ready, and then the two men ate heartily,
for they seemed to be ve1,y hungry, though Hastings had been provided with a good supper the
night befoTe. But our friends all had igood appetites, too, for the life they led in the open air
was bound to produce such a thing as an appetite.
"Now, then," said Young ·wild West, when he
had finished his breakfast, "I reckon we'll set
out again on this puzzling trail. It seems that
the robbers have come over to this part of the
coimtry, where there is no chance of leaving
pr~nts of their horses' hoofs. Probably they did
it on purpose, though I don't think they feared
you would follow them and get back your be.
longings."
"Well, they might have thought that I'd keep
after 'em an' find out where they went, an' then
go an' git help," suggested Hastin,gs.
"Well, if they thought anythinig like that they
must be heading fo1· a minin_w camp, or some
place where there are people living."
"Most likelv they would go somewhere ter git
rid of ther igold," spoke up Dempsey.
"Well, they kin do that at ther minin' camp
I left, though they wouldn't git no more than
half what it's worth," Hastings declared. "I
could have done that myself an' set out with ther
cash money, but I wanted ter 1git ther full value
of ther gold."
"What was ther name of ther camp you was
at?H Dempsey asked.
"Dead-Eye."
"Is that so? Well, that's jest where I was
headin' for. I'll bet Spotty an' his gang has gone
staight there."
"I hope they have!" Wild exclaimed. "Nothing suits me better than to make it warm for
a rascally ,gan?; in a mining camp. I can have
.more fun at a mining camp that anywhere I
know, especially when there are a lot of ruffians
who call themselves bad men to be found there.
I just enjoy taking the starch out of such fel·
lows."
"Well, I'll sartinly enjoy seein' yer do it to
this gang, an' I'll help all I kin, too," Hastings
declared.
"So will I," added Dempsey, as he tapped the
butt of the .new revolver he had been proviaed
with.
As soon a;; the tin cups and plates had been
washed by Wing, his brother assisted him to
load the pack-horses. They were not long- in
doing this, for so many times had they been
t.h rough the routine that they had it doFn fine,
as Cheyenne Charlie often said. Then all hands
mounted, and Hastings was greatly pleased to
find himself upon the back of his own horse
a1gain.
"Well," said Young Wild West. as his sweetheart rode up to his side, "I reckon we'll have to
trust to luck. Go on, Spitfire, and lead us
straight to the scoundrels."
A light jerk upon the bridle caused the sorrel
stallion to start oft', and then the rest followed,
though none of them knew exactly where they

Dempsey," our hero spoke up.

a pretty good stock of provisi6ns with us, and ings nodded approvingly.
with what w-e shoot in the way of game, we genIt was not so very long before the breakfast
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were going, or how soon they might come upon
the robbers.
CHAPTER IV.-The Six Thieves.
It will now be in order for us to turn our
attention to the six men who robbed Dan Hastings and Thomas Dempsey. The villains had set
out for the mining camp called Dead-Eye. not so
much for the purpose of digging for gold ·when
they ,got there, but to make what they could from
the labor of others. Thev were a bad set, and
had met in a little Colorado town something like
a week previous to the opening of our story. It
had not taken them a great while to learn that
they were all of about the same calibre, and as it
happen~cl that the most of them possessed considerable money, a friendship had sprumr up between them as they became better acquainted.
There was only one man among ihem besides
Spotty who seemed to feel as though he ought to
be the leader, and he was called Ginger Jake.
He did a lot .o f talking every time the subject
came up as to how they were to make money
easily, but it always fell to the lot of Spotty to
1l1ake a suggestion that struck the rest favorably.
However, Ginger Jake did not tire of trying
to make himself popular, and after they had met
and robbed Hastings, he took pride in saying
that he was the one who suggested that they
clean him out of everything he had. This was
true, for Spotty had been inclined to let the man
keep his horse, so he mi,ght ride away. When
they came upon Thomas Dempsey, two or three
hours later, Spotty decided to have things his
own way, and he quickly informed his rival that
it would be best for him to keep still. The result was that Dempsey was allowed to keep his
horse, as the reader knows. When they had
fo1·ced their victim to ride away, Spotty turned
to Ginger Jake and said:
"Now, then, he's got a chance to git somewhere
an' go ter work. That's where we made a mistake on ther other man we struck this mornin'.
By takin' his horse he didn't have no show ter
go ahead an' 1git some more gold for us. You
don't know an awful lot, anyhow, Ginger."
"Maybe I don't know as much as you do,
Spotty," was the retort. "But what's ther use
of givin' a man a chance when yer ketch him
dead ter rights? We could have sold his horse,
maybe."
"Well, I ain't :po horse thief, an' come ter think
of it, I don't want this other horse, either. I'm
goin' ter turn him loose right now. A horse in
ther possession of some one what it don't belonig
ter is ther very worst kind of offence, as I've
found out."
Then, even though Ginger Jake made objections, the horse belonging to Dan Hastings was
turned loose, and it promptly started in the direction their last victim had taken when he rode
away.
"You may be right in this," Ginger admitted,
"but by the way he shook his head he did not believe that way. I think that we oughter have
a leader an' as you're ther man, it ain't for me
ter make no objections. But ther question is,
where are we goin' now? We set out for DeadEye Camp."

"Well, that's where we'll fetch up, most likely.
But we ain't goin' te1· go in no hurry ter git
there," the leader answered. "Most likely our
two victims will foller us up. Maybe they won't
git together, an' maybe they will. But they ain't
goin' ter let us git away without tryin' ter git
square with us, you kin bet. We've got somethin'
like fifty or sixty thousand dollars' worth of nug1gets here, which we took from ther first one, an'
ii he's game he'll sartinly go back to ther minin'
camp an' tell• what happened ter him. We don't
want ter go there for a day or two yet, so we'll
strike out through ther hills an' see ter it that
we leave no trail. Then after thin,gs has settled
down a little we kin all go to ther minin' camp
an' git acquaitned."
By this time they had reached a very wild part
of the country, and Spotty was satisfied that
their victim would be unable to follo,ved the trail.
A fire was kindled in a little hollow, and the
noonday meal was cooked, for they had with
them a frying-pan and other utensils in addition
to what thev had taken from the men they had
robbed. Ginger Jake ate as heartily as any of
the rest, thou,gh he took occasion several times
to whisper to the two men he thou1ght favored
him as leader. When the meal was over with,
Spotty lighted his pipe and taking a comfortable
seat, with his back aigainst a big rock, he nodded
to his companions and said :
"Now, then, go ahead an' cover up ther ashes.
All's you have got ter do is ter git some of that
sand over there an' chuck it over it. Be careful
you don't leave no tracks while. you're doin' it,
either."
Two of the men promptly started to obey, but
Ginger Jake and the other two sat still upon
the ground and did not appear to pay any attention to what was said.
"What's ther matter with -you fellers?" Spotty
asked, half aI11grily. "It sorter seems to me as
though you ain't exactly satisfied with ther way
things is goin'."
"Oh, we're satisfied all right," Ginger answered, quickly. "But see here, bein's you have
brouight it ·½P, why don't yer divide ther money
what yer took from that second galoot we held
up?"
.
"There's plenty of time ter do that, ain't
there?" came the query.
"Yes, there's always plenty of time ter do
anything, but now an' then I've seen it happen
it's left until it's too late. Of course, we won't
divitle up ther nuggets yet, 'cause there ain't
no use of <loin' that. We've got a couple of
burros ter carry 'em. But when we igit some
place where we kin turn ther gold into money,
I'll see to it that we all git an equal share."
"You'll see to it, eh?"
Spotty took the pipe from his mouth and look•
ed at the man sharply as he said this.
"Well, I mean by that I'll stick up for my
rights. That ain't no more than what any one
should do, is it?"
"It seems ter me as th·o ugh you have irnt an
idea that I'm igoin' ter skin you."
"No, it ain't that, Spotty. Now, don't git mad.
But what's ther matte::.- with dividin' up ther cash
we took from ther last man we struck this momin'1"
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"Well, I'm ready to do that when all hands
wants it."
"Do it now, then, Spotty," said one of the
•thers, who was an under-sized man, named
f;eek.
"Why, you ain't gittin' anxious about it, are
yer, Zeek?" said the leader.
"No, I ain't gitt in' anxious. But you have got
over a hundred an' fifty dollars, an' it will be jest
as well ter divide it up among us right now, I
think."
"Yer do, eh.?"
"Yes, that's what I think."
"What do you think?" and Spotty turned to
the other man.
"I think ther same as Zeek does," was the reply.
"Say, you fellers!" and Spotty arose to his feet
and called the other two men who were busy with
!!hovels getting the sand to cover the ashes of the
fire. "Come here a minute. I want this thing
settled right now."
The two hurried to the spot.
-"See here," and the leader pointed at the three
men who were sitting upon the ,ground, "them
three fellers acts as though they don't want ter
trust me. They think ther money I took from
that last galoot this mornin' oughter be divided
right now. Are you fellers afraid ter trust me?"
"No," came the quick reply from both of them,
and they showed s:iigns of surprise, which was no
doubt genuine.
.
"Don't yer think it would be a good idea ter
divide right now'?" Ginger Jake asked, rising to
his feet ai1d lookin,g at them sharply.
J'Well, that's jest as Spotty thinks about it,"
one of them answered, shrugging his shoulders.
"Well, s'pose somethin' should happen? Then
maybe we wouldn't git nothin' at all."
"That might be," was the admission.
"Well, then, we had better divide, hadn't we?"
"Well, I'm satisfied any way Spottey thinks
about it."
'
Spotty acted as though he was just a bit uneasy.
"vVell, there ain't no use in havin' any argument ab0ut it. We'll divide," he declared.
"Tha t's ther best way ter do it, Spotty," Ginger
ans.,, ered, with a smile.
'l'he leader then produced the money that had
been taken from Dempsey and quickly diyided it,
giving each man an equal share as far as he was
able to for there was a silver dollar left over.
"Who's goin' ter ,git this?" he said as he held
up the coin.
"We'll chuck dice for it," suggested Zeek. "I've
got a set of dice with me."
• Zeek produced three dice, and then they proceeded to throw for the dollar. It happened that
Spotty was the lucky man. and he exultantly
tossed up the coin and cauight it. Then as he
placed it in his pocket he said:
"Well, that thing is settled, all right. Now,
then, Ginger, what else have yer got ter say?"
"Nothin' just now," was the reply.
"All right, then. I reckon we'll igo on. I'm
ther leader, so when I tell yer ter come on you
know what I mean."
"I'm ready," was the surly rejoinde"r.
So they set out. All the afternoon they kept at
it, and finally they came to a halt in a small
canyon that was not more than ten• miles from
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the little mining camp known as Dead-Eye. None
of them knew exactly how close they were to the
camp, however, for it happened that it was a
strange place to them. A fl.re was kindled, and
they cooked their supper, aft~r which Spotty
found a comfortable place to sit down, and turned
his attention to smoking his pipe. Meanwhile
Ginger Jake had been doing ·a lot of whispering
to the two men who had sided· with him. The
two had agreed with him that Spotty was not
exactly the right man to lead them, and were
willing to have Gi:ager Jake take his place. There
was a short silence after supper was eaten, and
then it was suddenly broken by Gin,ger Jake as
he arose and said:
"Well, Spotty, I've been doin' a little thinkin'.
You say it ain't best ter go straight to ther minin'
camp we was lieadin' for when we struck sich
,good luck on ther trail."
"That's what I said," was the quick reply. "Well, I don't agree with yer."
"How's that?"
"Well, in my opinion, ther quicker we turn ther
gold into cash money ther better it will be for all
of us."
"Yer think so, eh?"
"Yes, that's my opinion about it."
"Well, s'pose we had kept right on. ter DeadEye, an' jest about ther time we had sold ..ther
nuggets ther owner of 'em put in an appeararice.
What -then?"
"That's foolishness, Spotty. How could ther
1galoot git ther e so quick, when he didn't have
no horse?"
·
"Well, there ain't no tellin' but what he might
have fell in with some one else. Ther second
feller had a horse, yer know. S'pose they happened ter come together? Ain't it likely that ther
man what had all this ~old with him would come
back to ther place where he started from as soon
as he could git there?"
"Yes, that's all right. But if you had done as
I said, neither one of 'em wouldn't have had no
chance ter igit there. But you had ter go an'
turn ther horse loose, after lettin' ·ther second
feller have his horse. That's where yer. made a
fool of yourself, Spotty."
"I made a fool of myself, did I?"
Spotty got upon his feet in a twinkling.
"That's what I think about it."
"Well, any man ~s says that I ever made a tool
of myself is a liar!"
·
Then Zeek stepped forward, in a matter-of-fact
way and said:
"See here, boys! there's a difference in opinion
amon~ us, an' I think ther only way ter settle it
is ter take a vote on it. Some of us wants te:r
go straight for ther minin' camp, an' others don't.
Yer all know that ther quicker we ,git over th.ixa
ther sooner we'll turn them gold nuggets into
cash. When that's done we'll git ou:r: shani of.
ther money. Money is what we're after. I know
I am, anyhow. Now, then, let's take a vote. A.n
we goin' stra~ght to ther minin' camp to-monow
mornin', or are we goin' ter hang around on ther
mountain here an' wait a few days? All them
what's in favor of goin' ter Dead-Eye Camp jest
as soon as we kin git there hold up their hands."
Three hands went ·up, his own being one of
them.
•
"Is thp.t all?" Giniger Jake spoke ut,. "Tha1
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makes it a tie. You two fellers ain't fools, are
you?"
"No," answered one of those who had refrained
from putting up his hand. "But I rather think
it would be a good idea ter git to ther minin'
camp as soon as possible."
"Yer do, eh? Then hold up your hand."
· Up went the man's hand, though it was evident
that he did not care to go aigainst the leader.
"That settles it!" cried Zeek, jubilantly. "Four
ag'in two. We strikes out for Dead-Eye ther
first thing in ther mornin'."
'l'hey did not even bother to keep a watch during the night, but it seemed unnecessary, anyhow,
for nothing happened to disturb them. When he
arose in the morning, Spotty was rather surly,
but as Ginger Jake did not attempt to use his
authority to any great extent, there was no
.
trouble.
Breakfast was eaten, and then the villains
quickly made ready to proceed. It seemed that
Ginger Jake did not care whether they were followed or not, but it just happened that the part
of the country they were traveling through was so
hard and stony that a trail would not show. The
new leader now remembered well in what direction they would have to go to reach the mining
camp, so when they set out he led the way. Over
a rocky stretch of land they went for three or
four miles, and then they struck a place where
the ground was soft. The hoofprints showed
plainly here, and when Spotty made a remark
about it no one answered him. He seemed to fear
being followed, though the rest could not understand why. They expected to t&"et to Dead-Eye
Camp away ahead of any one who might be pursuing them, and if they got rid of their booty
right away, what difference would it make?
About two hours after they set out from the spot
they had camped at during the nit&"ht they came
to a . long, crooked gully. Probably Ginger Jake
would have decided to go this way if Spotty had
not called out suddenly:
"This is ther way. Keep right on through ther
gully."
"No," the leader retorted, for he was bo1lnd to
disagree with the deposed leader. Half an hour
later they came to a spot that was so high that
they could see for miles ahead of them. Then it
was that they came in sight of the little mining
camp, which nestled snugly between two hills,
probably five miles distant.
"There we are, boys!" cried the leader, in
triumph. "Now, then, all we've got ter do is ter
git over there as quick as possible, an' then it
won't be long afore we turn ther gold nuggets
into cash money."

CHAPTER V.-Arietta's Nugget Clue.
Younig Wild West did not think the six thieves
would make for the mining camp Dan Hastings
had departed from with his gold. He was rather
of the opinion that they would try to get to the
nearest town, so they could dispose of their booty.
But when Hastings told him that they were heading almost directly toward' Dead-Eye Camp, he
did not think of changing the course.
"We will keep on and trust to luck to find the

trail," he declared. "It is a puzzling one, I'll
admit. But I reckon we'll come out all right."
As luck would have it, they did not come upon
the hoofprints of the villains' horses, thoUt&"h they
were proceeding in almost the same direction, but
probably half a mile to the south. But after
riding along for about two hours, Wild decided
to turn slightly to the right. Then it was not
long before he saw what he had been looking for
so long. Hoofprints showed faintly in 'the hard
ground, and one iglance told him that they were
fresh ones, too. The boy quickly dismounted and
made an examination. But when he discovered
that it was only but a very short space where the
evidences that some one had passed that way
recently showed, he shook his head and said:
"Well, this is something, anyhow. We know
they passed this way. Now the only thing we can
do is to go on in the direction they were going
when they struck the rocky ground here."
They were really on the right trail now, and
about an hour before noon they came to the spot
whe:i;e the villains had turned to the top of the
cliff instead of proceeding through the ravine.
"This way, Wild," said Arietta, starting her
horse downward through the narrow opening.
The young deadshot had dismounted and was
examini~ the ground.
"Well, I can see that some one passed this way.
Et," he answered, shaking his head. "But it
looks to me as though they turned off this way.
Here is a mark on the rock here that looks very
much as though a horse had slipped in going up
the hill. But that seems to be the best way, so
you igirls and Hastings and Dempsey can go on
and take Wing with you. I am going up this
way, for I think I will have a chance to look
around a bit. Charlie, Jim and Hop can come
with me."
"All right, Wild," and then Arietta called to
those who were to follow her and rode on.
Our hero then turned to his partners and the
Chinaman and said:
"It strikes me that the thieves went this way.
We will leave the horses here and make an examination. Come on, boys."
They all dismounted, and as Wild made his
way toward the top of the cliff he suddenly found
more evidences which was quite enough to convince him that the party they were pursuing had
gone that way. He kept on until he got to the
top of the cliff, however, and then he shaded his
eyes with his hands and took a look around. But
nothing could he see that resembled a mining
camp or a party of men. Meanwhile, Arietta
had ridden on through the ravine and reached'
the foot of the cliff almost directly below where
those· abov1:: wer~ standing. Suddenly the girl
saw something lymg on the ground, which struck
her as being worth something. She quickly re'.ned in her horse and dismounted, and when she
picked it up she found it was a nll(!;get of gold.
"Hurrah!" she cried, holding up the nugget
and turning to Anna and Eloise. "I have found
~ clew. The villains p~ssed this way, for here
1s a nugget of gold, which they must have drop•
ped."
. ~ello !" came the call from above, and recogmzmg her young lover's voice right away, Arietta answered:
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"I have found a clue, Wild. They went this
way."
Then seeing that it would be easy to climb to
the cliff, she started upward. It took her but a
minute to get there, and just as she caught
hold of a projecting piece of rock to pull herself
to the top she heard Wild say:
"Where are you, Et?"
"Here I am, Wild!" Arietta cried, as she appeared at the top of the rock, holding the nugget in her hand. "This is a clue. We have
found the trail all right."
The young deadshot quickly cau~ht hold of his
sweetheart's arm and assisted her to the top
of the cliff.
"You certainly have found a clue, Et!" he exclaimed, as he took the nugget and looked it over.
"Where was it?"
"Almost directly below here at the foot of the
cliff, Wild," she answered.
"Well, it seems strange that the villains should
drop this, but unless you have discovered a gold
mine instead of a clue as to the way they went,
ft must be so. I reckon we will ,go down there.
But never mind taking the risk of falling by going back the way you came, Et. We will go
around."
"All right, Wild."
The girl was much elated, for she really felt
that the trail would no longer be a puzzling one.
They all made their way down to the ravine,
our hero and his partners walking aloIJJg with
Arietta, while Hop led the horses. As it was but
a hundred yards to the spot where Arieta had
found the nugget, they did not bother to mount,
but walked on around and joined the rest of the
party.
"How about it, ·wild?" asked Hastings, eagerly.
"Well, is this one of the nu_g·gets you had?" and
the boy quickly handed him Arietta's find.
"It looks exactly like one of 'em, but I s'pose all
chunks of gold look alike. I was wonderin' what
was the matter when Miss Arietta seemed so
excited an' started ter climb ther cliff. I seen
what she had in her hand, an' I ,g uessed it was
a nugget, but I didn't say nothin'."
"Well, she thinks that they surely have passed
this way, and that they dropped this nugget
without knowledge of it."
"Well, it sartinly looks like that, don't it?"
"Yes, I must say that it does."
"If they have 1gone on this way," and the prospector pointed ahead, "they must sartinly be
headin' for Dead-Eye."
"Well, I hope they have, because we will surely
:find them pretty soon, then. How far do you
think the camp is from here?"
"Well, I don't know exactly, since ye've come in
sich a roundabout way, but I should say it can't
be more than ten miles."
"Good! We will make that in an hour, even
if the wav is a little rnugh. Come on. We'll
ride right through this cut, and perhaps we may
strike the trail a little farther on. There is small
chance of doing it now, for there is no ground
soft enouigh here to show anything like a hoofprint."
When all hands had examined Arietta's find,
Wild told her to keep it, so in case they did come
upon the · thieves they might show it to them and
demand the rest of the gold. They all mounted
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and rode along the foot of the cliff. For over' a
mile they pro~eeded without seeing the sign of a
trail. Then :1t last they ,gradually got uuon
higher ground, where the soil was softer. But
no hoofprints were disclosed.
"Well," said the young deadshot, looking at
Hastings and shakin,g his head, "Dan, it is just
as puzzling as ever. I can't believe that the vii- "
lains would go to the mini11g camp. But it might
be that they don't know of its existence , and are
simply heading toward it without knowledge of
it."
"Vv'ell. s'pose we ride right on an' git there,
anyhow," was the reply.
"Well, I'd rather find the trail."
"I know yer would. But if they've gone there
the'r quicker we git the1·e ther bette-r it will be."
"Yes, I will agree with you on that. But we
must find the trail. It has puzzled me a whole
lot since we set out after the scoundrels, and I
won't feel satisfied if I don't find it."
Hastinigs said no more, for he could easily
understand that th:e young deadshot was going
to have his , own way about it. A little further
on oui- hero called a halt. It was high ground,
and pretty level at that, thouigh stunted oaks and
big pines were scattered about for miles.
"Now, then," said he, "the best thing for U$
to do is to let all of you go on but ChaTlie, Jim
and myself. We will undertake to find the ti::,ail.
If there is a mining camp as close by as you say,
Dan, you can go over there and wait for us."
"Well, I'd like ter help yer find ther trail,"
Hastinigs insisted.
"So would I," chimed in Dempsey, eagerly.
The boy thought a moment.
"Well,'? said he, "if that's the case, Jim can
go with the girls and the two Chinamen, and
the fom• of us will hunt around and try and
strike what we are looking for."
"Do you think we had better 1go on straight
to the mining camp, Wild?" Arietta asked.
"Yes, Et," was the reply. "I reckon vou will
be all right when you get there. Jim will be with
you, anyhow."
"'Well, just as you say, then."
Da;rt was _quite willing to this arrang-ement,
for he n~ver went ~gainst anything- his young
leader said. It was soon decided that he was to
go on with the girls and the Chinaman, while the
rest would remain on the mountain and make a
diligent search for the trail which had been so
puzzling to them. They promptly set out, taking the direction that Hastings declared was the
right one. They rode on until noon, and then
they at last came in sight of the mining camp.
"That must be the place," Arietta said, turnin1g
to Jim and pointin,g below .them.
"Yes, I reckon that must be Dead-Eye Camp
all right," Dart answered. "Well, come on. W~
are instructed to go ahead, so we may as well
do so."
They went on for perhaps half a mile farther
and then they struck the regular trail. Afte;
that it was easy, and it was just -a little before
one o'clock when they rode into the mining camp
which was a rather small place, and could not
have contained more than thirty or fortv inhabitants, all of whom were men. IThe usual
saloon was there, and so was .the store that is
always found in such places. The shanties were
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gr'ouped close t~ether on a sort of island, since
• there was a wide creek at either side of the camp
which came together at both ends, one of them
forming a sort of lake. But it was very shallow
water, and they quickly rode across the creek
and came to a halt before the building that had
a sign across the front, declaring it to be the
store. The saloon was close to it, and when they
saw onlv two or three men come out of it as they
rode up they. guessed that the miners had gone
to their work. Claims were staked out along the
creek at one side, but at the other there was
nothing but a strip of white sand. As they looked
around they had no trouble in seeinig several
miners walking toward the north, where the
clahns were located.
"Hello!" called out one of the men who had
come out of the saloon, as he looked at the little
party in surprise ..
"Hello!" Jim Dart answered, as he dismounted.
"Is this place called Dead-Eye?"
"That's what she· is, kid."
"Good! I reckon we'll stop here for a while."
"Goin' ter stake out a claim?"
"No. I guess not. We simplv came here accidentally, you know. We are ~oing farther."
"Oh! Want_yer dinner?"
"No, I reckon we'll camp somewhere around
here and cook our own dinner."
"Oh. all right. Stop anywhere ver like. It
would be quite a job for me ter ,r.;it ready enough
grub for all of yer, anyhow."
The man seemed to be rather polite, and this
relieved Dart not a little, for he knew that very
often when they came to such places insulting
words would be said in the presence of the girls.
But the miners who had come:. out of the place
with the boss of the saloon seemed to be very
civil, and had little ol\ nothing to say. Jim led
the way to a spot he thought would be suitable
for the purpose, and then dismounted.
"Now, then," he said, turnin,g to the two China•
men, "you may as well go ahead and put up the
tents. I reckon the chances are we will stop here
until to-morrow."
"Allee liglit, Misler Jim," came th,e replv from
the pair of them, almost as though in one vo~ce,
and without any loss of time they proceeded to
unload the pack-horses.
Two men came over from the saloon and watched them curiously.
"Say!" said Jim, walking up to them, "has
there been any new arrivals at the camp today?"
"Yes, six of 'em," was the reply.
"Is that so?" and the boy pricked up his ears.
"Yes, six strangers struck town two or three
hours aigo. Maybe it was a little afore that. but
I don't know, 'cause I wasn't here jest then,
They'Fe in ther whisky-mill over there now.
They've got a lot of nuggets they want ter turn
into money."
"Oh, I see!" and Jim nodded to the girls, who
were listening to the conversation. "They must
have struck it rich somewhere.
"Thev did, it seems. They could hardly carry
ther stuff they had."
"They were carryinig it, then, eh?"
"Yes. They was putty well loaded down with
it, too."

"They didn't have a couple of burros with
them, did they?"
"No," and the man shook his head.
But Jim did not doubt that the men who had
arrived there w~re those they were after. Probably they had not deemed it advisable to bring the
burros into the camp, since they might be recognized as the property of the prospector who had
left there the dav before.
"How does it pan out here, anyhow?" he asked,
after a pause.
"Prettv good. There's been one or two as has
had awful good luck, an' they've 1gone away. I've
got a mighty good-payin' claim myself. but I
don't work it a whole. lot, 'cause there's nlenty
of time. All's I want is enough ter keep me
igoin', till I make up my mind ter light out for
some other place."
"I suppose a fellow don.' t stand much of a show
of turning what he digs out into cash here, does
he?"
"Not ·much," and the man shook his head.
"There ain't an awful lot of cash money in DeadEye Camp, yer know. We generally trade out
our dust. Ther storekeeper an' Dick Johns1>n
over at ther saloon has little scales, an' they
allow us what they think it's worth in trade."
"I see. Well we didn't come here for the
purpose of doing any prospecting or hunting
for gold. We are simply on our way down into
Arizona. We have some friends we expect to join
us in a short time.''
"0.h, friends, eh?"
· "Yes; I don't mind telling you that we belong
to Youn1g Wild West's party. Have you ever
heard of him?"
"Not Youn1-7 Wild West, ther Champion Deadshot?" the miner asked, i_n surprise.
"The very same, my friend. He will be along
pretty soon with three others."
Jim did not deem it advisable to tell the miner
what had detained Wild and the others. He was
well satisfied that "the men they were after wer&
at the saloon, and he thought it beat to let them
remain there in blissful ignorance of the danger
that threatened them, until Wild arrived.
The miner talked, pleasantly for a while, and
then joined his companion, who had said nothi:rug
at all, and walked back to the saloon .
"Now, then," said • Jim, turninl;:!' to the girls,
"I reckon as far as we are concerned, the puz,,
zling · trail is ended. The, villains are right here
in the camp, and all we have got to do is to wait
until Wild comes.''
"Well, if he is not here In an heUI' I am going
out to look for him," Arietta declared.
Jim shrugged his shoulders, but said nothing,
He knew very well that if the igh:l got it in her
head to do such a thing she wou-ld have her own
way about it.
"Wing," said he, "just find s&me weod somewhere and get the dinner ready. I am prettv
hungry. You can P,Ut up the tents afterward.lt"Allee light, Misler Jim ," and then Hop joined
his brother, and it -was not long before a fire
was started and prep:;irations for the noonday
mea_I were progressing nicely.

_
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CHAPTER VI.-Hop Shows Some of His
Cleverness.
Hop Wah, who had a great fondness for tanglefoot, as he called the whisky sold at mining
camps, was ea,ger to pay a visit to the saloon.
But he knew very well that he dared not leave
until his work had been finished. He ate his
dinner with the rest, when it was ready, and
then urged his brother to help him put up the
tents right away. But Wing seemed inclined
to clean up the remains of the repast first, and
reluctantly Hop had to wait. When they did get
at the work they were not long in completi11L~ it,
and then Hop looked at Jim am! said, at the same
time holding his hands upon his stomach and
looking as though he was in distress:
"Me gottee lillee pain, Misler Jim. Me havee
gittee lillee dlop of tanglefoot, so be."
"I was expect ing to hear something like that
before this, Hop," was the r eply. "Well, you
know what to do. Just go a little careful. because if Wild comes along and finds that you
have been drinking too much he won't like it.
We don't know but tllat he miight want to strike
out again this afternoon, for it won't take him
long to settle accounts with the villains who robbed the two men w.e met."
"Allee light, Misler Jim. Me no gittee dhrnk.
Me velly goodee Chinee."
Hop lost no time in making his way to the •
saloon. When he got there he found the proprietor and the two men who had come over
to watch them when they started to go into camp,
inside. The barroom was a rather small affair,
but a larger apartment adjoined it,. and from this
the Cllinaman could hear voices and the clinking
of glasses.
1
"Velly nicee day," he said, as he walked in,
smilingly.
"That's right, heathen," the proprietor answered, while the two miners, who were leaning
against the bar, looked amused.
"Me likee havee lillee dlop of tanglefoot, so be."
"All right, heathen. So you're one of Younig
Wild West's party, are yer?"
"Lat light. Whattee you namee?"
"My name is Johnson."
"You velly nicee man, so be; me likee you."
Then Hop laid half a dollar upon the bar and
was quickly supplied with what he wanted. When
he had swallowed his drink, Johnson looked ii.t
'- him inquiringly and said:
"Why was it that Young Wild West didn't
come here with ther rel;lt of yer?"
"Ley lookee for somethling, so be," Hop answered, evasively, for he knew well enough
that it was not good policy for him to tell everything he knew.
"Lookin' for somethin', eh?"
"Lat light."
"What are they lookin' for?"
"Wantee findee gold, so be. Plenty gold alound
here."
"Yes, there's plenty of it around here, but ther
thing is ter find it. So they're prospectin', eh?"
"Lat light, Misler Johnson."
Then Hop, who felt just in the humor to do
something funny, seized the bottle which had not
been taken from the bar and proceeded to pour
out another drink. When he had done this he·

•
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brought forth t.he big, yellow silk handkerchief
that he had sometimes used in performinc<; his
sleight-of-hand tricks, and after looking at it
thoughtfully fo1· a moment, tossed it over the
liouor bottle. which was a little more than half
fu'!l. He lifted it slightly and then woceeded to
arra~ge it so the bottle was completely covered.
That is what the proprietor and the two men
thought he was doing, anyhow, but really Hop
was doing more than that. Unseen by any of
them, he had takm an empty bottle from under
his blouse and substituted it for the one that contained the liquor. This was an old trick of his,
but it was a good one, a'nd he played it at almost
every place he visited. When he had ,1rnt the
whi$ky into one of the big pockets on the inside
of his loose-fitting garment, he drank what he
had poured into the glass and gave Johnson the
coin required for it.
"What did yer put that big handkerchief over
the bottle for, heathen?" came the query.
,
"Me 'fl.aid um tanglefoot git tee allee outtee, so
be, so me covee um bottle uotJee."
"Oh, you was afraid it might evaporate, eh?"
"Whatteet.-lat?" and the Chinaman looked at
him in a puzzled way.
"Well, evaporate means ter dry up."
"Lat li1ght. Maybe me no quick enough. so be.
Maybe lere no tanglefoot in um bottle now."
"Oh, I guess there's plenty of it. There's only
been three or four drinks took from it since I
filled it up a little while ago."
Hop shook his head as though he had his
doubts about there being any liquor in the bottle
just then. It happened that the bottle was so
nearly like the one he had substituted that he
was satisfied that the difference would not be
detected. He tapped upon the bottle and listened.
Then he shook his head and exclaimed:
"No tan,glefoot in um bottle. Me bettee allee
samee fivee dollee."
"You'll bet five dollars that there ain't no
whisky in that bottle under t:!ier handkerchief?"
Johnson asked, eagerly.
"Lat light," and to show that he meant busi•
ness, the clever Chinee quickly produced a fivedollar gold-piece and deposited it on the bar.
"What do yer think of that, boys? Ther Chinaman is a sport, ain't he?" Johnson asked, turn•
ing to the two loungers.
"Well, he mi1ght be a sport, but I think he's
a fool, 'cause I seen that there bottle was over
half full when he chucked that handkerchief over
it," one of them answered, ouickly.
"You velly muchee mistakee, so be," declared
the Chinaman, shaking his head.
"Well, if you want ter make a. bet of five dollars, I s'pose I'll have ter take yer up, jest ter
show yer that you don't know what you're talkin'
about," Johnson said. "But I don't want te:r
take your money so easy as all that, so I'll give
yer a chance ter draw ther bet."
"Me bettee fivee dollee, so be, lat lere no tanglefoot in um bottle."
"Well, all right, heathen. Here she 1goes," and
the proprietor hastened to cover the wager.
Hop reached out and pulled the ten dollars
closer to him.
.
"Hold on, heathen, don't be, in a hurry. Don't
think that money is yours," was the laughina
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remark. "Jest wait till we see whether there's
any whisky in ther bottle or not."
Then he quickly removed the handkerchief,
and as he did so his smile turned to a look of
astonishment. It was easy for him to see that the
bottle was empty, and the two loungers discovered it at the same time.
"Thunder!" exclaimed one of them. "Dick,
ther heathen sartinly knowed what he was bettin' on, it seems."
Johnson 1gave a gasp, and then he picked up the
bottle and tipped it over. But there was nothing
in it. Finally he turned it upsid,e down, and
when not a drop came from it, he put it on the
bar again, and looking at the Chinaman in a
puzzled way, exclaimed:
· "Where did that liquor go, heathen?"
"Me no undelstandee,'' Hop answered, acting
as thou.gh he was a little surprised, too.
"You don't understand, eh? What made yer
bet that there wasn't nothin' in it, then?"
"Me thlinkee lat no tanglefoot in um bottle,
so be."
"You thought that way, eh?"
,
"Lat light, Misler Johnson."
"Well, what made yer think that way?"
"Me no undelstandee."
"Well, you win ther bet, anyhow. I'm a mighty
good loser. Take ther money."
"Allee l:ight," and Hop blandly possessed himself of the ten dollars and stowed it away in one
of his pockets. Then Johnson smelled of the
bottle and said :
"Well, there was whisky in it, anyhow, but how
in thunder it got out so quick as all that I don't
know."
"Sorter mystery, Dick," one of the loungers
observed, shaking his head.
.
"Velly stlange," declared Hop.
"It's somethin' more than strange, I reckon,"
Johnson hastened to say,
"Me likee havee anothee lillee dlink. You
dlink, ·too?" and Hop turned to the two men,
smilin,gly.
"'Veil, I reckon I need a drink jest about now,"
one of them answered, -while the other one nodded
in the affirmative.
The proprietor produced another bottle and
accepted Hop's invitation to drink with him.
He received the money for the round, but still
seemed to be very much p1,1zzled.
"Heathen," lie said, after a pause, "here's a
bottle that's putty near full. Do yer s'pose i:f
-r_e11 was ter chuck your handkerchief over it that
1t would git empty right away like ther other
one did?""Maybe, so be," and Hop acted as though he
was not quite sure.
"Well, go ahead an' chuck ther handkerchief
over it, then. I don't care if it does git empty.
I'd like ter see that thing done ag'in. It sorter
strikes me that you're . a sleight-of-hand feller."
"Lat light. Me velly smartee Chinee. Me
gottee uncle in China whattee velly gleat ma,gician; me allee salJlee likee my uncle."
"Oh, it's sleight-Q;f'-hand, then, is it?"
"Lat light. Me t~lee you lat."
"Well, let's see yer make ther liquor igo out of
that bottle like yer did ther other one."
"Maybee me no ta~i:ee allee um tanglefoot out.
tee. Me takee liB'?.f bit,"

"Well, I'll fill ther bottle up, an' then see if you
kin take any of it out with your sleight-of-hand
work."
He quickly filled the bottle to the neck, and
when he had wiped it off he placed it on the bar
in front of the Chinaman. This was quite easy
for Hop, for all 11e had to do was to simply
change the one tha~ was partly filled with liquor
for the :iull one. As he drew the handkerchief
from his pocket the other bottle came with it,
though no one observed it. He quickly placed it
upon the bar, ar.d then while -h e was apparently
adjusting the handkerchief about it he slipped
the other one under his coat. Then to carry out
the deception so it would be all the more mysterious, he made a few passes wi~h his nands
over the handkerchief, and after looking at the
ceiling for a second or two, exclaim.-d:
"Me takee outtee pletty near half um tanglefoot, Misler Johnson."
"Is that so?"
"Lat liight."
"I s'posc yer would bet another five on it,
wouldn't yer?"
"Lat light, :tv.IisJ.Pr Johnson," and Hop quickly
drew forth a handful of gold and silver coins.
"Well, I ain't goin' ter bet with yer this time.
I know it ain't ,good sense ter bet. ag'in a. man's
tricks."
"Allee light," and the money dropped back into
Hop's pocket.
"I'll jest see if there's any of that whisky gone,
though," and, so saying, Johnson lifted the handkerchief.
When he saw that nearly half of the contents of
the bottle was missing, he shook his head.
"Well, boys," he said, turning to the two men
at the bar, "I 1·eekon this heathen is about ther
smartest one I ever seen. Of course, I know
it's done by sleight-of-hand, but how does he
do it? That's ther question."
"That's more than I kin answer," one of them
declared.
"Me, too, Dick," said the other.
"Lat velly easy,'' said Hop, laughingly.
"Well, maybe it is. Have a drink on me."
It was just then that a man came out of the
adjoining room. He was no other than Ginger
Jake, the leader of the ,gang that had robbed
He was ,followed by
Hastings and Dempsey.
the rest of the _villains, and they all looked interested when they saw the Chinaman standing
at the bar.
"What's goin' on here?" Ginger Jake demanded,
"A little magic work," the proprietor answered,
quickly. "This Chinaman is a regular magician."
"Is that so? He sartinlv don't look it."
"Lat allee light, my fliend," said Hop, blandly,
for he knew right awa,y that the men must be the
ones Wild was so anxious to overtake. "Me
velly smartee Chinee."
"What did he do, anyway?" Zeek asked, as
he stepped up to the bar.
Johnson quickly related the whole affair, and
then the villains all looked at Hop as though
they regarded him as something a little above
the ordinary run of heathen.
"I'd like ter see that thing done," Ginger Jake
decla1·ed, while Spotty took his position at the
farther end of the bar and looked on as though
•
not a great deal interested.
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"Me showee you nicee lillee tlick, so be," Hop
said, sudtienly, and he removed the villain's hat
from his head before he was hardly aware of it.
"Now, len, me outtee fivee dollee on um bar
and covee it uppee with um hat. You watchee."
He produced a gold-piece and showed it to them
all. Then he let it drop upon the bar wit h a
ting. When it settled d{Jwn and became still he
quickly dropped the hat over it.
"Whattee under um hat?" he asked, smiling at
·
Ginger Jake.
"Ther five-dollar gold-piece,"· was the quick reply.
"No," and the clever Chinee shook his head.
"You makee lillee mistakee."
"I reckon I don't make no mistake about it."
"Me bettee you fivee dollee lat no fivee dollee
under um hat."
·
"Yer will, eh? Well, I'll take ther bet."
"Stranger, I recko11 if you're wise you won't
bet with that heathen," advised Johnson, smilingly. "I lost five doHars with him a little while
ago. There ain't no use in bettin' against ther
tricks of a sleight-of-hand performer."
''I know my business," was the retort.
"All right, then. Go ahead an' lose your
money."
Ginger produced the necessary ·-amount, and
Hop quickly covered it.
"Now, len," said the latter, grinning at his .
victim, "takee uppee um hat. 1'
Ginger promptly did so. The ,gold-piece had
vanished, and there 'Yas nothing under it at all.
The surprised villain looked into the hat and
felt all around under the sweat-band, but the
coin could 11ot be produced.
"Th!l,t's mighty funny," he declared, looking at
his companions. "Boys, I reckon I lost ther bet.H
"Yer sartinly did," Dick declared, looking at
the smilinig Chinaman in an awesome way. "I
don't understand how that was done, though."
It was very easy, for Hop had simply attached
a tiny silken thread to the five-dollar goldpiece by means of some wax, and he had drawn
the-coin from underthe hat while he was in the
act of placin,,-· it upon the bar.
"Me velly smartee Chinee," he observed, blandly. "Evelybody have lille dlink."
At this juncture, Spotty, who acted as though
he was disgusted with the whole proceedinig,
stepped up and facing Hop, exclaimed:
"I'll bet you five dollars that if I slice that
pig-tail of yours off you can't put it on again."
"Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, backing away,
for he saw the man pull a hunting-knife from
his belt.
"Are yer igame, heathen?" queried the villain.
"You no cuttee off my pig-tail, so be; me no
likee."
"Well, I'm goin' ter cut it off, j,est ther same,
an' then I'll bet yer fiye dollars you can't put
it ·o n ag'in."
No one made any objection, and :Uop decided
that it was about time he left the place. But
he knew he would stand little show if he made
a bolt for the door, since the men could easily
grab him. Then it was that his cleve1·ness came
into full play.
"Havee lillee dlink first, Misler Melican Man,"
he said, forcing a smile. "Me takee um cigar
1is timee."
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"All right, I'll have a drink ~ith yer., But
don't yer think ' you're goin' ter ,git away,. cause
I'm goin' ter cut off that pig-tail."
Hop quickly lighted the cigar t~at was h~nded
him ·b y the proprietor, and then his hand slipped
under his coat and drew forth one of the homemade firecrackers he always carried with him.
He quickly li,ghted the fuse, unseen by any of
them, and t~en let it drop right in the midst of
the gang at the bar. The cracker had scarcely
struck the flour when-Bang! A loud report rang out, and the _room
was filled with smoke.
"Hip hi! hoolay !" shouted Hop, deli,ghtedly,
and then he bolted from the shanty saloon.

CHAPTER VIL-The Puzzling Trail Comes
to an End.
Arietta grew restless after the noonday meal
had been eaten. It was not long after Hop left
the camp when she turned to Dart and said:
"Jim, I think I shall ride back and try and
meet Wild. There is no use letting him keep
on searching for the puzzlin,g trail. While I
am quite sure he will find it, it will hurry matters along a little if I could meet him and tell
him that the six scoundrels are here."
"Well, just as you think best, Arietta," was
the reply. "But if I were you I would not go
too far away from the mining camp."
"Oh, I won't have to ,go very far before I
meet them, I am sure," the girl answered.
Jim saddled her horse for her, and, mounting,
the girl turned and rode across the little creek.
She knew pretty well the direction they had ·
ceme from, so she set out in a straight line for it.
When she had covered about half a mile she
struck the trail the thieving band had made when
they came to the mining camp.
"I'll keep on this a while and take the back
track," she thought. "Maybe it won't be long
before I meet them."
It was not very long, either, for she had not
gone more than a mile farther when she heard
the sounds made by approachi11ig hoofs. Bringing her horse to a halt, she waited, and the next
minute Wild· and Charlie came around a rocky
bluff, Hastings and Dempsey following close behind them.
The girl was de1ighted and, ridin,g forward,
she waved her hat and ex.claimed:
"Well, have you found the trail yet, Wild?"
"Yes, Et, We struck it after a while. But
what are wou doing here?"
"Well, I came to meet• you. The men_ .y{Ju are
looking for are at Dead-Eye Camp, whicn is only
about two miles from here, Wild."
"What!"
The young deadshot was surprised, but not a
little deli,ghted as well. Hastings' eyes fairly
danced with joy.
"So, they're there, eh, miss?" he said, eagerly,
as he rode forward.
"Yes, we know that for certain. But they
didn't ride in with your two burros. They must
have left thefh somewhere."
"Well, if they have maybe we'll ft'l'ld them.
Ther trail shows plain now."
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"Yes, it was r,lain enough after we got past
the cliffs,'' Wild spoke up. "We have been following it ever since, and there has scarcely been
a distance of more than a hundred feet when we
could not see a hoofprint. Now, 1,hen, gentlemen," and he turned to the two luckless men, "I
reckon it won't be very long before you wiil get
back what was taken from you by Spotty and his
crowd."
"It seems ter be too good to be true, Young
Wild West," Hastings declared, shaking- his head.
"Well, that's all right. You just leave it to me.
I will soon make the rascals shell out, and don't
you for.get it."
As soon as Arietta had told them all she knew
concerning the six men who had arrived at DeadEye Camp that morning, they rode forward, following the trail toward the camp.
"Here's where I found the trail, Wild," said
Arietta, when they reached the point where she
had first seen it. I suppose if we keep on following it, we may find the two burros."
"That's just what we want to do, Et," the
youn,g deadshot answered. "Come on."
She rode along at his side, and when they
were within p~rhaps half a mile of the camp they
suddenly came upon the burros. They were tied
in a little hollow, where rrrass and water was
plentiful. It was easy enough for our hero to
understand why the villains had left them there.
They thought they mi,ght be recognized as the
property of the prospector who ha<l set out with
his gold nuggets the day before, so they had left
them there until some future time.
"vVell," said Wild, as he came to a halt, "I
think we had better plan a neat little surprise
for those fellows. Dan, you and Dempsey must
not be seen entering the camp."
"Jest as you say," Hastings answered, while
Dempsey gave ,a noel of assent.
"You follow along behind the rest of us and
bring the burros with you. You may have use for
them, you know, later on."
"Oh, yes, they're sartinly worth somethin',"
Hastin.gs declared.
"\Vhen we get pretty close we'll see if there
isn't a way for you to get around to our camp
without being seen by any one at the saloon or
store. If there is no good way, we will try and
find one, for I have decided to igo a little easy
with the villains at first and gradually let them
know what is up."
"I think they can easily get around to the camp
without being seen, Wild," said Arietta. "All
they would have to do is to keep on this side of
the creek and go on around the bi,g pond that
lies a little to the north of the mining camp.
There is plenty of timber there, and they could
easily keep under cover until they got around
far enough, and then they could come up one at
a time, if it was necessary, and join us."
"All rLght, Et; you just show us the way when
we get close enough."
They soon struck the regular trail that led to
the mining camp, and then rode on until they
were all close as it was advisable to igo without
Leing seen. It did not take our hero long to
understand perfectlv that hi,: sweetheart was
riGht in what she said, and after directing Hasti1',gs and Dempsey how to go, and cautioning
tbcm to be very careful and keep themrelves

hidden from view, he turned to Cheyenne Charlie
and said:
• "vVell, Charlie, you· have been rather silent
since Arietta joined us. I suppose you have been
<loin a lot of thinking."
"You kin bet your life I have, Wild," the scout
retorted. "I've been thinkin' of what we oughter
do ter them measly coyotes when we git 'em
dead ter rights."
"Well, just take it easy. Don't lose your temper. We will have a little fun with them before
we let them know what we are up to. Now, then,
come on."
The two men they had befriended rode on,
leading the burrc s, no doubt happy in the thought
that they would soon recover possession of that
which had been stolen from them. Wild, Arietta
and Charlie rode on down 'into the little valley
and quickly forded the creek. As they rode
toward the group of shanties they saw three men
standing in front of the saloon.
"That man in the yellow . shirt is the proprietor
of the saloon, Wild," Arietta said, pointing him
out. "He seemed to be a very civil man, and so
did the other two. They were here when we
first arrived."
"Well, I am glad to hear that they wel'e civil
to you," the boy answered, nodding his head.
"There is nothing like finding decent people, and
you can meet them at ,mining camps as well as
anywhere else."
Just then two more men emerged from the
doorway of the saloon.
"I reckon they must be a couple of them what
we're after, Wild," the cout said, pointing them
out.
"Well, that is hard to tell, Charlie."
"I didn't see them when we got here," Arietta
declared, shaking her head.
They rode up, and then Dick Johnson, the proprietor of the shanty saloon, called out:
"Hello, miss! So yer \vent 01.1t ter meet Young
Wild West, did yer?"
.
"Yes," Arietta answered, "and here he is."
"Well, I'm mighty glad ter see him. Hooray
for Young Wild West, boys!"
Johnson led in a cheer, which was joined in by
the two men who belonged there. Seeing that
the other two did not take part, it was easy for
.our friends to 1guess that they must be members
of Spotty's band.
"Never mind cheering, boys," the young deadshot said, as he dismounted. "This seems to be
a hustling sort of camp, all right."
"Well, it is hustlin' enough for ther size of it.
I reckon," Johnson answered, and then he stepped forward and offered his hand to the boy.
Wild accepted it and 1gave it a hearty shake, for
he could see right away that the man appeared
to be one of the square sort. As he looked inside he saw four others there leaning idly against
the bar, as though they wel"e not much concerned
over the arrival of the newcomers.
"Quite a few not worki.ng, I see," Wild observed.
"Well, there's half a dozen here what jest ar-rived this mornin'. They ain't had a chance ter
igo ter work yet, I s'pose," Johnson answered.
"Oh, I see. Newcomers, I suppose."
"Well, that's all right, ain't it?" snoke up
Ginger Jake, who was one of the men who had
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come outside. "We've got· a right ter come here
as well as any one else, ain't we?"
"No one said you had no such right, I am sure,"
the young deadshot retorted, in his cool and easy
way.

Then he turned to his sweetheart and said:
"Go on over to the camp, Arietta. You may
tell Wing to get us somet11in-g ready to eat. We'll
be over by the time it is ready.
"All right, Wild," was the reply, and then the
girl rode awav her face beamin,g with a happy
smile.
Leaving their horses standing outside, our
hero and his partner entered the saloon. There
was an odor of burned powder there, and it
looked as though something had happened a short
time before.
"I reckon there has been some shooting goingon," Wild said, as he looked about the room.
"Not exactly shootin'," - Johnson answered,
shaking his head and grinning broadly. "One of
them Chinamen what belongs to your party was
here, and he sorter made an explosion."
·
"Just what I thought, Wild!" exclaimed the
scout, looking at the young deadshot and laughing. "I'll bet he's been here. He wanted his
tanglefoot right away, I suppose."
"Yes, he had quite a few drinks of tanglefoot,
an' he done some mighty curious tricks, too.
Ther worst of it is tha:t I'm out a full bottle of
whisky, an' five dollars besides. Yer see, it was
this way: He covered a whisky bottle with a
big handkerchief, an' then he bet me five dollars
there wasn't no whisky in it, when I knowed there
was. I bet him, an' when ther handkerchief was
lifted up ther bottle was empty, sure enough.
"Well, that's an old trick of Hop's. I'll see to
It that he pays you for the whisky, though as far
as the wager is concerned I suppose you are satisfied to let him keep the money?"
"Satisfied! Well, I reckon I am; an' he kin
keep ther whisky, too. Any Chinese as is smart
enough ter fool me like that is entitled ter all
h6 kin git. But this feller here sorter got fooled,
too," and he nodded to Ginger Jake, "He made
a bet of five dollars with him an' lost, too."
"Well, that's all 1·ight. I ain't doin' no kickin'
about it," the leader of the gang retorted.
"No, I know yer ain't. Ther only one as done
any kickin' here is that feller," pointilljg to Spotty. "He allowed he was goin' ter cut off ther
Chinee's pig-tail, an' he wanted ter bet him he
couldn't put it on ag'in if he done it. We all
thought it kinder funny, so no one said nothin'.
But ther Chinee must have thought it wouldn't
be a igood idea ter Jose his pig-tail, so afore any of
us knowed what he was doin' he set off a big
firecracker an' upset things around here in a jiffy.
When ther smoke cleared away he was gone. This
feller was mighty mad, an' he was for i;('Oin' over
an' cleanin' ther Chinaman out, but ther rest told
him he had better not."
"Well, I am glad he didn't do anything like
that," Wild said, as he sized up Spotty. "You
couldn't take a joke, eh, my friend?"
"Yer don't call that a joke; do yer, young feller?" was the surly rejoinder.
"Well, I suppose you would have called it a
joke if you had cut off the Chinaman's queue."
"Sartin!"
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"Well, I don't think it would have been much
of a joke."
"Well, what you think is one thing, an' what
I think is another."
"Yes, that's true enough. May I ask what your
name is?"
"Yer kin ask all yer ,vant ter, but I don't know
as I've got ter tell yer."
.
"Oh, all right. You seem to be in a rather
bad humor. Perhaps some one else will tell me
who you are."
"His name is Spotty," Zeek spoke up, quickly.
"That's ther only name we know he's ,got, anyhow."
·
"Oh, it seems to me I've heard of some one
bearing that name."
"Yer have, eh?" gruntled Spotty, leokin_g rather
fierce,- as though he expected to cow the boy.
"Yes, I am quite sure of it, when I come to
think."
"Well, what about it?"
"Oh, nothing, just now. Take it easy, stran,ger."
·
"It seems to me you're mi!!htv fresh," spoke
up Ginger Jake, who seemed to have taken a dislike for the boy the moment he saw him ride up.
"Well, if I am I can't help it. I suppose I must
have been born that way. But I don't want any
trouble with you or with any of the rest who are
here."
"Oh, yer ain't lookin' for trouble, eh?"
"No, not just now. Maybe I will a little later
on."
"Do you hear what ther kid says, boys?" and
Ginger Jake turned to his two companions.
"See here," inte1.-posed Johnson, "I don't know
whether you fellers have- ever heard of Young
Wild West or not, but I have, an' I'll tell yer
right now that you had better 1go a little easy.
He ain't ther boy as will stand a whole lot of
foolin'."
' "What do you mean by that, boss?" Ginger
Jake demanded, turning to the proprietor.
"Well, I s'pose I must have meant jest what I
said. Now, then, go it a little easy, stranger."
"Ain't I goin' it easy?"
"W'ell, yer sorter act as though you're lookin'
for trouble."
"Well, yer don't s'pose I'm afraid of any one
here, do yer? . Jest ter show yer that I ain't,
I'll chuck that boy outdoors in a hurry."
"You sit down in that chair over there and
do;n't you get up tHl I tell you to!"
It was Wild who spoke, and as the words came
from his lips a revolver leaped from the holster
and was on a line with the villain's heart.

CHAPTER VIII.-Hop Does a Little Magic
and Tells a Story.

It was evident that Spotty had never heard of
Young Wild West, or if he had he took no stock
in what was told of the boy. No doubt he fully
intended to carry out his threat, and throw t-,.e
young deadshot out of the shanty saloon. But
when he heard the commanding voice and found
himself staring into the muzzle of a heavy Colt's
revolver his manner changed instantly. ·
"Hal ha! ha!" laughed Cheyenne Charlie, whG
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took the greatest delight in witnessing such
scenes. "Why don't yer go ahead an' chuck him
outside, you sneakin' coyote?"
"Easy, Charlie," said Wild, coolly. ''I reckon
I'll attend to this fellow. If any of his friends
happen to object to the way I am going to treat
him, you can look after them."
"I reckon no one won't object, Youn,g Y/ild
\Vest," said Ginge1· Jake, who seemed to be
rather pleased at seein;!; his rival take water.
"Don't shoot, kid!" said Spotty, weakening
more than ever. "I didn't mean wha t I said. I
was only foolin'."
"Oh, you were only fooling- when yon told the
boss of the shanty that you were goin,g to throw
me outside, were you?"
"Yes, that's all."
"\Vell, that may be true, but I want you to understand that I am not fooling. Now, then, just
to show you that I am not fooling, I am going to
throw you out."
The boy quickly dropped his gun back into the
holster, and then as quick as a cat he pounced
upon the villain. Spotty made an effort to pull
his own gun, but before he could do so Wild had
stooped suddenly and thrown him over his shoulder. Up he arose as though it was not more
than a fifty-pound burden, and then he made a
rush for the door. Spotty was almost balanced
over his shoulder, lying upon the small of his
back, and his hands flew wildly through the air
as he was trying to ,grasp something to shave
himself.
Whiz! As the young deadshot reached the
threshold he stooped suddenly and gave the man
a push. Over he went, turning a complete
somersault, and landed upon his hands and knees
with such a force as to nearly stun him.
"There you are!" said Wild, in his cool and
c:asy way, and turning to the villain's companions, he added :
"Does any one else want to be thrown out? I
am just in the humor to do it. I reckon I can
take you all, one at a time."
"You needn't bother about throwin' me out,
Youn,g Wild West," Ginger Jake answered, as he
looked at the boy in amazement. "I had no idea
you was half as strong as that. Why, you picked
up Spotty jest as though he was nothin' more
than a little child."
"Well, I think I can do the same with you,
though you may be a few pounds heavier."
"\Vell, don't try it, 'cause I ain't lookin' for
trouble."
"All right, then; just as you say."
By this time Spotty was upon his feet. He
stood before the door, hesitatingly.
"Come on in," said Wild, in a commandinig tone
of voice.
But inst':!ad of doing so the villain suddenly
stepped back and pulled his gun.
Crack I It was Cheyenne Charlie who fired,
and the result was that Spotty got a broken arm,
while the weapon fell to the ground.
"You didn't do it, did yer, you sneakin' galoot?"
the scout exclaimed, as he ;ran outside and
cau1ght him by the collar. "You was goin' ter
iake a sly shot at Wild, was yer? Well, I reckon
it don't pay no one ter try anything like that, not
when rm aro1.rnd. For two cents I'd put a hole

strai,ght through your heart. That's what you're
deservin' of."
It seemed that Ginger Jake and the rest of
the villains did not care what happened to the
ex-leader of the party. Probably they thought
there would be more ,gold for them if he was
wiped out entirely. Anyhow, they did not seem
to mind it in the last, and Zeek stepped over to
the bar and called out:
"Set 'em up for all hands, landlord. It seems
that only one of us has got into trouble so far,
since we've been in Dead-Eye Camp. Spotty
ain't no good, anyhow, an' if he don't know how
to behave himself it ain't our fault."
Charlie led the defeated man inside, and placing
him upon a chair, he made an examination of his
wounded arm.
"One of ther small bones of ther wrist is
broke, that's all," he said. "I'll jest fix that up
for yer, if yer want me to."
Spotty nodded, for it was evident that he was
completely subdued, and that the wound pained
him somewhat. Johnson furnished the scout with
a piece of muslin that would answer for a
bandage, and soon Charlie had him fixed up. He
made a sling with Spotty's own bandana handkerchief, and then placinig the arm in it, he said:
"Now, then, don't try ter handle a gun with
that hand ag'in. If yer do it might hurt yer."
"Yer may as well give Spotty a drink, too,
landlord," Zeek said, nodding to the wounded
man. "He ain't deservin' of it, but he may as
well have it, I s'pose."
"I don't want no drink with you, nor any of
ther rest of yer," was the anigry retort. "You
have all gone back on me, an' I reckon when I
want a drink I kin buy it myself. I've got a
little money yet."
"Let him have his way about it, Zeek," spoke
up Ginger Jake. "He don't amount ter nothin',
anyhow."
This was, of course, all very interestinv to our
hero and the scout. Though they could not understand why it was that Spotty seemed to be
disliked by the rest, they could plainly see that
he was the despised one of the gang. Not wishing to make any further t,rouble just then, Wild
and Charlie accepted cigars, and Zeek paid the
bill for the round. Then Spotty arose, and stepping over to the bar, bought a drink on his own
account. It was just then that Jim Dart and
Hop came in.
"Boys," said Dart, nodding to our hero and
the scout, "your dinner is ready whenever you
want it."
"Well, we will go over presently, Jim," was
the reply. "But we have a little business to at•
tend to here before we go "
"Business, eh, Young Wild West?" Ginge1· Jake
asked, looking at the boy curiously. "You come
here on business, then?"
"Yes, that's right, my friend. What did you
come here for?"
"I come on business, too."
"Ohl \Vhat business have you here?"
"Well, I want te1· turn some nice lumps of
gold into cash. Maybe I kin do business with
you."
"How much have you got?"
"Well, I reckon there must be fifty thousand
dollars' worth."
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• "That is altogether too much for rn:e. I don't
carry any such sum as that with me."
"Well, we'll sell yer as much as yer want, then.
If you're any jedge of ther yaller stuff, you kin
easy make a deal with us."
"You must have struck it rich somewhere."
"Yes, we did," and Ginger Jake grinned, as
he looked at his comoanions.
"Has this man ,g~ a share in it, too?" Vl!ild
asked, noddin,.g to Spotty.
"Yes, we can't very well cheat him out of his
share, I s'pose, ·though he went back on us."
"vVhat do yer mean by sayin' I went back on
yer?" Spotty demanded, angrily. "Wasn't I ther
leader, an' didn't ther rest of yer turn me down
an' make you ther leader, Ginger Jake?"
"Yes, but that was 'cause you didn't do things
ther way we wanted yer to."
"Well, I reckon if you had done what I wanted
ter do we would all have been a whole lot better
off."

The villain looked at our hero and the scout
as thou,gh he was suspicious of them, as he said
this.
"Well, I don't know as any one is any worse
off, unless it's you. You have got a bullet in
your arm, if it didn'~ go on through."
"It went on through," said Cheyenne Charlie,
nodding his head. "His arm will be all tight in
three or four weeks."
"You gittee hurtee?" Hop asked, innocently,
as he stepped up close to Spotty and looked at
the arm that was in a sling.
"Shet up, heathen! I don't want nothin' more
ter do with you," was the retort.
"Allee light; me velly solly if you gittee hurtee.
Who shootee you?"
"That · ain't none of your business."
"I winged him, Hop," the scout said, smilingly.
"Wild chucked him out of ther shanty, an' when
he got up he was goin' ter let a shot go at him
for <loin' it. But I was watchin' him, an' I jest
made him dr.op his gun too quick to think about."
"He wan tee shootee Misler Wild?" Hop asked,
as though ,greatly surprised.
"Yes, that's what he did, Hop."
"He velly bad man, len!'
"I reckon that's right enough. Any one kin
tell that by jest lookin' at him. I'll bet he's
done everything from being a thief ter killin' a
man for a couple of dollars."
"You have got that wrong, stranger," Spotty
declared. "There's ain't nothin' bad about me."
"Don't s'pose you ever stole anything, did
yer?" and the scout looked at him sternly.
"Never in my life."
"I'll bet yer lie!"
"It's all right to tell me that now, 'cause I
don't stand no show. But I don't like to be called
a liar, jest ther same."
"Well, I think ye1· lie, anyhow. Maybe I'll be
able ter prove that yer did steal somethin', an'
not very long ago, too."
Spotty looked at the rest of the gang in a sort
of triumph. It was evident that he thought
Young Wild West and his friends had come there
for the express purpose of recovering the gold
nu,ggets they had stolen. If this was the case
he would show tl1em that his judgment had been
the better, after all. He had not wanted to
II
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come direct to the mining camp, but to wait
around a few days and hide.
"Well," said he, turning to the scout again, "I
don't know how you kin prove that I ever stole
anything, when I know I didn't. But what'.s
ther use of talkin'? You have got it all your
own way just now, an' I don't stand a ghost of '
a show. I've got ter take my medicine, that's
all."
"You wantee me showee you um nice~ lillee
tlick?" Hop inquired, blandly.
"No, I don't want ter see no more of your
tricks."
"Allee light. Len me showee somebody else umj
nicee lillee tlick."
"Go ahead, heathen," Johnson spoke up. "You
have got five dollars an' a bottle of whisky t'her
best of me, but I don't care."
Hop looked at Wild, questioningly, and received a nod to ,go ahead1 so he stepped over to ~ I
table that was not far rrom the bar and placed,
upon it an ordinary stone that was about the
·
size of a goose-egg.
"Whattee lat?" he asked, nodding to Ginger•
•
Jake.
".A stone," was the quick reply.
"You lookee and see."
"Well, I kin see that from here. What do
yer want me ter do, take it in my hand." ·
"Lat light."
"Well, jest to please yer an' help along ther
trick, I'll do it."
Ginger Jake picked up the stone and examinedi
it carefully. The rest looked at it, too, and-1
grouped themselves around so they could watch /
the performance. Wild and his partners were
keeping a strict watch upon the six men. Jim
had whispered something to our hero, and he I
had nodded in reply, so now they became interested spectators, not .so much as to what Hop
was going to do, but the result it would have upon the six rascals.
"List velly nicee 'Stone, so be," the Chinaman
"Now, !en, how
declared, smiling blandly.
muchee you givee me for lat stone?"
He happened to be looking toward Zeek as he
said this, and the little villain shook his head and
promptly answered:
"That ain't worth nothin', heathen."
"Allee light. Me showee you lat it allee samee
turnee into gold."
Well, if you kin make it do that it will be worth
somethin'."
, "Evelybody watchee."
Out came the b:iig yellow silk handkerchief,
and after waving it over his head to show them
that it contained nothing, the clever Chinlee
placed it over t4e stone, which was near the
center of the table. Having clone this, he pro•
ceeded to wrap it carefully, folding it and rolling
the stone over until he had it in a heao.
"Now, len," he said, steppin,g back and clapping his hands, "evelybody watchee."
He made a few mysterious passes over the
table, and then picking out Ginger Jake, he said:
"Me bettee you fivee dollee lat um stone allee
samee turnee to gold."
"I won't bet yer, heathen. I'm goin' te1· take
ther advice of ther boss here, an' not do any
more bettin' a,g'in a man's tricks. But I'll un•
wrap t'her handkerchief if yer want me ter."
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"Allee light."
Ginger Jake proceeded to do this, and when he
liad the handkerchief spread out, the nugget of
gold Arietta had found at the foot of the cliff
was exposed to view. The villain recQgI1ized it
right away, and he gave a violent start. But he
tiuickly recovered himself, and forcing a smile,
·
·
said:
"Well, heathen, yer sartinly did make that
stone turn into gold, all right, That's putty
~ood. If yer could do that with every stone you
pick up, it wouldn't take yer many hours to be
worth a million."
"Lat light. Me velly smartee Chinee. You
no see lat nugget before?"
"Why, where could I see it afore?" and the
pia shot a hasty glance at his companions, while
his face paled slightly.
"Me thlinkee you see it, so be."
· "But where could I see it?" demanded the villain, actin.g as though he was astonished.
"Maybe you allee samee losee."
Again Ginger Jake shot a glance at his companions. Zeek appeared to be more uneasy than
any_of the rest, while Spotty actua1ly smiled in a
elckly sort of way. It seemed that he was the
most shrewd man of the gang, after all, for he
·now was firmly convinced that Young Wild West
and his friends knew they had robbed the prospector, and that they had come to recover the
stolen gold. It occurred to him that the best
thing he could do would be to turn state's evidence, so to speak. In spite of the fact that he
had been so eager to shoot Young· Wild West a
few minutes before, he now stepped over to him
and whispered :
"Maybe I kin tell you somethin' about that
nugiget, Young Wild West."
"Oh, can you?" the boy answered, in a low
.
tone of voice.
"I think I kin."
Wild pulled him aside, and seeing this; the
other five scoundrels acted as though they would
like to get away from the place. But it happened
that Jim and Charlie were standing near the
·d oor, so there was no chance for them to do it.
"You wantee lis nu,gget?" Hop asked, looking
•round at the thieves and smiling.
"I reckon you don't want ter gi~e it away,"
Zeek ventured to reply.
"Me givee to you, so be. You gottee um handkelchief?"
Hop took it from him, and then appeared to
wrap the nu.giget in the handkerchief. When he
liad done it he placed his own handkerchief back
jnto one of his pockets and the:r.l nodded to Zeek
and said:
"You takee um nugget. Me makee plenty, so
he. Me velly lich Chinee."
"I don't want it, heathen," declared the man.
·
"You takee."
"Well, all 1·ight, then. I s'pose I'll have ter."
He picked it up and, without removing the
hat1dkerchief to look at it, dropped it in his
poc'ket.
"I'll bet that ain't igold you have got there,"
Johnson spoke up, a grin on his face.
"Well, I don't think it is, either," was the re"I s'pose it's ther stone we seen first. But
It's all right. I'll keep it ter remember ther
smart heatlwi by."

mz.

Wild now went outside, followed by Spotty,
who looked at his late friends with a gleam {)f
triumph in his eyes as he disappeared. Charlie
and Jim remained there, and were keeping a
sharp watch on the five men. The two loungers
stood near the bar with the proprietor, and all
three of them acted as thou,gh they expected to
see something out of the ol'dinary happen before
very long.
"Now, len," said Hop, glibly, "evelybody sittee
down. We havee nicee lillee dlink at um table."
Johnson stepped forward promptly to receive
the order. Reluctantly the five men took seats,
while the rest of the men in the room remained
standing. Hop pulled up a chair, and then turned to the proprietor and said :
"Fetchee um bottle of tanglefoot and some
,g lassee."
"Right yer are," was the reply, and the man
hastened away to fill the orde1·.
He soon came back with the bottle and glasses,
and then he ran behind the bar again and got a
box of cigars. Charlie and Jim took ciigars, but
the rest must have thought that they needed
something in the way of a stimulant, for they
all poured drinks from the bottle. The two
loungers stepped over with their glasses and
did the same, and when Hop told the boss to
join them, he did likewise.
"Now, len, me tellee you um velly nicee lillee
stoly," said Hop, as he held up his hands. "Once
leer was a man who allee samee stlikee lich in
Dead-Eye Camp. He gittee two lillee mules and
um horse and lide away to go home, for he velly
muchee lich, and he wantee mally um nicee Melican gal. When he lide one day he go to sleepee
till um next day. Len when he catee him bleakfast sixee velly bad Melican mans comee 'long
and takee evelythling he havee. Um man feelee
velly muchee solly. But pletty soonee Younig
Wild West and him fliends allee samee comee
'long. Um man tellee Young Wild West allee
'boutee, and Young Wild West say ley all follow
um tlail and gittee backee um gold. Velly nicee
stoly, so be."
Then Hop swallowed the contents of his glass.
The faces of the five men turned as pale as
death, and more than once they shot gl.ances at
the door and windows of the place. But Charlie
and Jim were on the watch, while the landlord
and the two loungers acted as though they
might help them if an attempt should be made
for an escape.
"Go on with your story, Mr. Chinee," Johnson
spoke up.
"Allee light. Younig Wild West allee samee
findee um tail velly hardee to findee. But he
keepee light on, and pletty soonee Missee Alietta,
Young Wild West's velly nicee girl, findee um
bigee nugget. Len Young Wild West say we
allee samee ketchee um six bad Melican mans
pletty soonee. Lat allee um story."
CHAPTER IX.-Evervthin fa Settled Satisfactorily.
Wild took Spotty outside, and when they were
about fifty feet away from the shanty saloon he
·
turned to him and said:
"Now, then, you want to tell me ail about it, •
do you?"
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"Yes, Young Wild West. I'm mighty sorry I
had any words with yer, or that your pard had
ter shoot me in ther arm. But I was feelin'
mighty sore, 'cause them five galoots went back
on me. I knowed mighty well that they -was
thinkin' of leavin' me out of ther deal, anyhow,
an' if I kin git square with 'em by tellin' all
about it, I'll feel good over it."
"I see. Go ahead, Spotty."
"Well, I s'pose you fell in with ther man we
robbed, didn't yer?"
"Yes, that's right. \Ve fell in with two of
them."
"Oh, yer met ther other feller, too, did yer?"
and Spotty seemed surprised.
"Yes. and it was a mighty hard trail we had
to follow, but we caught you after a while."
"Well, I s'pose that m.1:gget ther Chinee showed
was what helped yer out, wasn't it?"
"Well, yes, it helped out a little."
"Well, ther fool what was handlin' it as we
was ridin' alopg ther top of ther cliff let it drop
over."
"So you rode along the top of the cliff as you
came here, did you?"
"Yes, that's right."
"Well, we had an idea you must have gone on
through the ravine, but it's all the same."
"Well, we've got ther gold right out back of
ther shanty. It's hid in some bushes over there.
Do yer want ter see it?"
"Yes, I might as well see it, I suppose."
"Well, come on, then.''
Wild followed him around to the back of the
shanty saloon, and 1·eaching a dense clump of
bushes, Spotty used his good hand to pull them
aside, and the bags of gold n11i.~gets were disclosed.
"We didn't fetch .ther burros into ther camp,
'cause we knowed putty well that ther man we
robbed had jest come from he1·e, and we thought
some one might know who they belonged ter. We
left 'em about half a mile back from here."
"I know just where you left them. We found
them and brought them in."
"Yer did? Why, I didn't see yer have no
burros when you come into camp."
"No, you didn't see them, because the two
men you fellows robbed went on around another
way with them. They are over at our little camp
down by the creek, now."
"\Vell, by thunder!"
"It was a puzzling trail we had to follow, but
I think it paid us to keep at it, don't you think
so, Spotty?"
"It sartinly did," and the man acted as though
he really thought so.
"Are you glad we followed you here?"
"Well, I don't know but what I am. I know
putty well that I wouldn't have ,got 'no share
of ther gold if we couldn't have sole! some of it
here. That gang would have sartinly dropped
me, 'cause they was down on me. I was tJ1er
leader ur,til Ginger Jake got ther rest of 'em on
his side. i wanted ter hide for a couple of days,
but he wanted ter come ri,ght on to ther camp.
Yer kin see that I was about right."
"Well, I don't know about that, Spotty. I
think we would have found you, just the same."
"That's so; most likely yer would."
"Well, jus. :ake a walk with me over to our
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camp. Then you can see the two men you helped
to rob."
"Say, Young Wild West," and Spotty looked
at him pleadingly, "you're goin' ter let me go,
ain't yer, 'cause I've made a clean breast of it
all?"
"Well, I don't know about that, but I'll promise you that you won't be lynched.''
"Well, that's somethin'," and the man appeared
to be relieved.
Wild led him over to the camp. Hastings and
Dempsey seemed greatly surprised when they
saw the man they supposed to be the leader of
the thieves coming with the young deadshot.
"Well, gentlemen," said our hero, with a smile.
"here is Spotty.''
"Where are the rest of them, Wild?" Arietta
spoke up. "Did you make them prisoners?"
"Not yet, Et. Hop is entertaining them over
there. He told me he was going to tell them a
little story of what had happened. He has·
already performed a trick, usin.g the nugget clue
you found for the purpose."
"That heathen is sartinly ther smartest feller.
I ever seen," spoke up Spotty, who seemed eager
to make himself solid with them all.
"This man is on the outs with his gang," Wild
went on to say, nodding to the two men who
had been robbed. "It seems they deposed him as
leader, and a fellow ealled Ginger Jake took his
place. He thinks they meant to cheat him out of
11is share of the booty, and when he found they
were all against him after he ,srot in trouble
with me at the shanty over there, he decided to
tell me all about it, and he has done so. Dan,"
turning to Hastings, "your gold is hidden in soms
bushes back of the saloon over there. I was just
·
looking at it."
"Is that so?" exclaimed the prospector, eager•ly.
"Yes, it is all there, except what the villains
may have divided amon,g- themselves. But it's
all right now. You will iret the whole of it, e·ven
to the nugget that was dropped over the cliff
by one of the men while handling it as they
rode along. Arietta found that, you know nnd
Hop has it now."
"How about my money?" Dempsey spoke up,
looking at Spotty.
"Well, I divided that with ther rest of 'em.
But I reckon you'll get that back all right, 'cuuse
we had a little of ou1· own, an' .we ain't s'l)ent
none of what we took fr6m you fellers."
"Well, I am _glad to hear that."
"MisJer Wild, ytiu wantee your dinnee now?"
Wing asked, as he stepped up to the young dead-·
shot.
"Not yet, Wing," was the reply. "Charlie and
I will eat by and by. But we will go over and
attend to this gang of thieves first. Now, then,
Et, I am going to leave this man in your charge.
He will sit right down here, and if he attempts
to get away you need not hesitate to shoot him.
But I hardly think he will try anything like that,
because it strikes me that he has made up his
mind to lead a different life. He may do so for
a while, and if he does, that will be some good,
•
anyhow."
"I'll stay right here, Young Wild West," declared Spotty. "Don't think I'll try ter git away.
I'm 1eavin' it all to you. I'm satisfied you'll do
ther right thing by me. l'il reform, an' I'm
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:mighty glad ter git out of sich a igang, when I
come ter think of it."
"All right, then.• Now then, Dan, you and
l)empsey come with me over to the saloon. You
.Ii.ad better tetch the burros along, so you can
~arry your l"old back here when we get ready."
The t~o men were delighted to think that they
,Were gomg to recover what had been stolen from
them, and they hastened to get the two bunos.
tFive minutes later they set out for the shanty
saloon, which was but a short distance away.
"Fetch the burros right on inside," said· Wild,
as he stepped to the door and quickly entered.
The five men were· still sitting at the table,
where they had remained since the conclusion
()f Hop's little story. Johnson and the two
loungers were standing before the ba1· while
·Charlie a111.d Jim were keepin,g a sharp' watch
upon the villains.
"Hello, Misler Wild!" said Hop; rising from
the chair he had been sitting upon.
"Come right in, gentlemen," our hero called
,[Out, not noticing what the Chinaman said.
Then Hastings came in, leading one of' the
J,urros. Dempsey followed him with the other,
and the moment the villains set eyes upon them ·
,they arose with one accord and started to run
for the windows.
"Hold on!" called out her hero, sharply. "The
:first man who attempts to -get out of here will

die."
"What .does this all mean, anyhow, Young Wild
:West?" Johnson asked.
"Well, boss, it means that the six men who
!Came here this morning met and robbed these
:two men who have the burros here. The ,gold
;they were trying to convert into cash belongs to
,this man," nodding to Hastings. "The other "
:turning to Dempsey, "had no gold, but he h;d
a little sum of money, and they took that from
hlm 1 We had a hard time in trailing them, but
:We nave them at last."
"Well, I:n be blamed!" ejaculated Johnson,
turning to the two men who had been hanging
around t~ shanty saloon the greater part of 'the
~lay. "What do yer think of that, boys?"
"vVell, I call that putty good," one of them
answered. "So them galoots is thieves, eh?
!Well, I didn't like ther looks of 'em when I
first seen 'em."
"I didn't either," Johnson declared. "But it
wasn't none of my business. so I didn't ask 'em
where they ,got ther gold frorq. What did they
do with ther bulk of it, anyhow?"
"It's right out in the bushes back of your
shanty," Wild answered. "I have seen it. I
suppose you remember having seen these burros
:before."
"Yes, I sorter think I have seen 'em. I sold
'em to Dan Hastings myself. They was ther only
two in ther camp, an' he paid me a putty good
p_rice for 'em, givin' me mmps of ,gold in pay,
smce he had no cash money."
"Well, then, I reckon you understand it all."
"Jest about, Young Wild West. But this is
rtinly what I c.all a mightv fine piece of work.
ou trailed ther galoots right here.'1
"Yes,. and it was a hard trail to follow, as I
st said. We were puzzled several times, and
; out the first clue we got as to the way they
d taken was the nugget Hop used a little while

ago to perform a sleight-of-hand trick. Hop,
produce the nugget."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the Chinaman
quickly did so .
"I knowed that feller over there had ther stone
wrapped in his handkerchief!" exclaimed Johnson, with a laugh.
"Well, I thought so, too.'' Zeek answered,
meekly.
"Now, then, Mr. Johnson, I suppose these fellows ought to be locked up," said Wi.ld.
"Locked up!"
The saloonkeeper looked at him in surprise.
"Why, they oughter be lynched," he addeo..
"Well, I don't want anything' like that to happen to them. How far are we from the nearest
town where there is a jail?"
"Nigh on ter a hundred miles.''
'_'Well, they must be taken there, then. I am
go~ng to let ~he man called Spotty go, because 1
thmk there is a chance of his reforming. But
these fellows have got to take their medicine."
The landlord spoke something in a whisper to
one of the l01mgers, who quickly left the place.
Wild knew pretty well what was up. The fellow
had gone to call the miners.
"Haven't you· a calaboose here in the camp?"
he asked, after a pause.
"Yes, we've got a log shanty what we use
for a jail.''
"All r1ght. We'll put these fellows in it, then.''
The prisoners seemed perfectly willing to be
locked up, and in a few minutes they were in the
little log shanty, which was hardly large enough
to_ hold t~em all with anything like comfort.
Fifteen mmutes later nearly every man working
in the vicinity had gathered at the camp. The
story was told, and Hastings, who had been quite
a favorite among the miners, had all he could
do to keep them from breaking open the calabo?se and lynchin~ the five men. But-they got
quieted after a while, and then Young Wild West
exacted a promise from them that the prisoners
should be turned over to the sheriff of the county
as soon as word could be got to hini and he could
arrive on the scene. This done, he returned to
the_ camp, and he ;md Charlie ate Their dinner,
which had been delayed two or three hours.
"Well, I reckon this about ends our adventure
W:ith the six robbe~s," said our hero, nodding to
his partners. "Anetta's nugget clue helped us
a wholE; lot to follow the puzzling trail, and
everythmg has turned out all right. Now then
we'll stay here until to-morrow morning and
then we'll strike out for Arizona. u · we 'don't
find something going on in that part - of the
country I'll miss my _g-uess."
"_You kin bet your life on that, Wild!" excla1m~d Cheyenne Charlie. "When we git left
there's frost on ther palm trees an' don't yer
forgitJtl"
'
"An' evelytling stoppeEl an' um sun no more
comee uppee some more, so be," Hop added.
They ·received a rousing cheer from the miners
when they set out, as might be supposed.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WES'l'tS FIGHT IN THE SAGEBRUSH· or,
THE RICHEST SPOT IN NEVADA."
•
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CURRENT NEWS
)-'

FINDS $5,680 IN OLD PAPER
A man emptying waste paper from a basket on
the pie1· at Old Orchard, Me., found a long black
pocketbook containing $5,680 in checks, cash and
notes, and bearing the name of Edgar E. Rhodes.
. Mr. Rhodes, who conducts a studio at Old Orchard, explained that he missed the pocketbook. It
is supposed he laid it on a shelf in his shop and it
was brushe.d into- the basket.
GLASS FOR FOOTBALLS
A new kind of glass, which, if not actually unbreakable, is so tough that it has been blown into
a hollow sphere and kicked about as a football
wit hout breakage, has been discovered by Dr. Horak, a Czech engineer and inventor. When used in
the form of tumblern the glass has successfully
withstood the squirting of cold water immediately
after being heated to a point where pieces of
paper in the tumbleT were charred. While the
inventor does not claim that he has found the secret of unbreakable glass, he does believe he has
found a way to make it possess the greatest resisting power of any glass so far known. It is
admirably suited to the making of themos bottles, which in so many cases have been too fragile.

f

THE LOUDEST V0ICEO BIRD .
What is said to be the loudest voiced bird in
the world is the bell bird, which ill found in both
South America and Africa. The naturalist, Waterton, says of this bird, which is also called the
Campanero, "Its song is. loud and _clear like the
note of a bell and is audible at a distance of frve
kilometeTS. No song or sound of any other
feathered forest dweller rouses so much wonder
as the 'tolling' of the Campanero. A single stro~:
of the bell is heard and these notes follow each/
other at intervals of about a minute."
The bell bil-d is pure white in color and abouti
the size · of an 01·d'inary pigeon. Its head is
adorned ( or disfigured) by a singular horny excrescence, which is lifted for a distance about
seven centimeters, while the bird is singing. It
is this movable horny structure which is connected with the roof of the mouth which provides
the resonance which enables the bird to produce
its singular bell-like note. Every one who hears
its remarkable tone for the first time is convinced that it must proceed from some neighbor-ing church tower or companile. It is a curious
fact that the bird utters its song only when other
voices are silent.
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A BIG CHANGE IN

I "MOVING PICTURE STORIES''
I
~
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Magnificent Art-Work Covers in Sepia - Handsome Sepia
inside i,llustFations - .- Twice as many and better pictures
than before - Intimate talks with the greatest picture
stars - Splendid stories of the very best film plays - And
all sorts of news from the studios

I

i
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TAKE NOTICE!

~
~

If y9n thought. "Moving Picture Stories" was a bright, sparkling little magazine in
the past, you ought to see it now! Improved 100 per cent. in every department. The
big portraits of actresses, the zippy shor,t articles and up-to-date interviews· make it
doubly interesting. No room here to tell you all the good things it contains. Just
buy a ~opy and you will be delighted at all you get for 7 cents.
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The Number Out Today Is a Dandy!

--- Don't Miss It --FOR SALE BY ALL NEWSDEALERS
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GOING IT ALONE
-Or,-

A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)

CHAPTER XX.
The Injustice Of Law.
Tom buried the body of his partner near the
hermit's grave. It was a sad experience for him.
Two of his friends had thus left him in a tragic
way, and after the sad ceremony was over he
turned away, facing the world again, and muttered:
"I guess fate is against me. It seems ordered
that I shall go it alone and to the end."
The boy's life seemed to change after this. He
had heretofore hoped to accumulate wealth and
acquire position some time in the great world.
But he had had his eyes opened to many things.
It was not as bad as he had pictured it.
Somehow he ceased to feel the interest in af~
fairs that he •h ad before. This was bad for him,
for it seemed to change him in many ways. It
was the danger point where one turns misanthropy and selfishness. The turning point in Tom
Arnold's life was at hand.
One day four .men came up to the cabin. One
of them carried surveyors' instruments. The
othern were apparently men of money. There was
one also who wore the badge of a sheriff.
Tom was sitting in the doorway of the cabin
as they approached. He gazed at them listlessly
wondering what they could want. He was not
long in doubt.
"Are you named Thomas Arnold?" asked the
big beefy man with the big diamond in his shirt
front.
·
"That is my name," said Tom simply and dully.
Once he would have been courteous and ready to
welcome visitors. But he was changed.
"Oh, yes," said the man in a breezy way which
partook of arrogance. "I guess you squatted here
like many others and we ai-e here to inform you
that we can permit you to remain no longer."
Tom was on his feet in a moment.
.
"\Vhat do you mean?" he asked, hoarsely. "I
demand an explanation."
The beefy man whistled and grinned at the
others.
"I say, boys, we have caught a Tartar, I
reckon."
"I can guess what you are here for," said Tom
with an ominous ring in his voice. "You think
you can oust me from my rightful property. You
have done that to others. But you cannot take
advantage of me that way. Not if there is justice in law."
"When did you acquire a title to this land?"
asked the sheriff in a pompous way. "Show your
papers."
Tom hesitated. Rebellion was in his soul. But

he reflected that it was a comparatively easy matter to procure the registration papers if the claim
that had been procured by old Joe Nestor. They
would surely establish a legal title.
Tom turned and went into the cabin. He came
out in a moment with the papers and handed them
to the sheriff, saying:
"I think that you will find them conclusive."
The sheriff looked significantly at the capitalist and then he quickly unfolded the document and
read it over. He nodded briefly:
"It is just as I thought," he said. ''This claim
was registered by a man named Joseph Nestor."
"That is true," said Tom. Then a chilling
thought came to him.
"Where is Joseph Nestor now?" asked the
sheriff, insinuatingly.
Tom's face went white.
"He is dead."
"Ah, I see! Where are your deeds to the claim?
Was there any deed of gift or other conveyance
either by will or ot herwise?"
"Ile left the claim to me."
"Yes, yes, but where are your papers? You
know that there is no title unless you can show
them. The law says that a registration of claim
must be transferred to another or with the owner's death the claim and land reverts back to the
State."
"I know that he meant for me to have the land,"
said Tom, hollowly, seeing miserably that he was
beaten. "I am the owner by rightful possession."
"That is a clever term," laughed the sheriff. "I
guess, Hamlin, that you can perfect your title
now. lam sorry, young man, but you are a trespasser on land that you do not own. I advise
you to get off at once or there will be action taken
against you. Mr. Hamlin, representing the Yellow Pass Mining Company, has acquired the title
to this claim owing to the lapse of the claim of
Mr. Nestor. I hope that you understand this."
Tom was furious. He saw, however, that there
was no recourse. An appeal to the courts would
only mean defeat. He was not sorry to leave the
region wholly, but there · was a rebellious sentiment against being ousted by a corporation that
was soulless and greedy. It was in his opinion a
grab game and wholly dishonest.
The little cabin which had been left to him by
old Joe was to be taken from him. Once again he
was out in the world, and this time almost a
Pariah and an outcast. The spirit of misanthropy was never nearer to taking complete possession of him.
✓
With bitter spirit and fl.ashing eyes he exclaimed:
"So you will come here and turn me out of my
rightful possession? Do you call that just or
right? No doubt you are all what ·are regarded
as honest and straightforward men of business.
You probably go to church and make a pretense
to Christianity. Yet you will employ this mean
game to squeeze a poor fellow like me out of all
that he owns in the world. Is this right? Do
you call this the land of the free where a monopoly like yours can do these things and with impunity? This land belongs to me by right. Still
you are permitted to take it from me."

(To be Continued.)
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GOOD READING

KANGAROOS OF OCEAN
Whereas most fishes pay little attention to their
offspring, merely depositing their spawn in suitable spawning beds anl leaving the young fry to
care for itself when the eggs hatch, the sea-horse
is a most devoted and painstaking parent.
This fish is provided, in fact, with a pouch similar to that of the kangaroo. In this pouch the
eggs ars depo-sited and remain until hatched and
some little time afterward.
However , it is not the mother fi sh who possesses this convenient receptacle, but the fathl:lr !
Once her eggs have been laid the duties of
Madame I-Iippocampus are at an end.
His her spou se who carries the eggs about with
him during their per iod of incubation and until
the babes are strong enough to escape from his
capacious pocket, which is situated on the abdomen, at the root of his long curving tail.
FARMING
The pupils who study agriculture in the public
schools of New Jersey conduct home projects in
farming as a part of their re~lar school work.
Returns just received by the State Department of Public Instruction show that 399 of these
pupils last year cleared, above all expenses, ~69,513.67,
The returns also show that for every dollar
spent by the State and local communities for the
annual salaries of the teachers and the expense
for automobile travel in su r~ -vising these proj ects thm:e was returned :\,, , :.l to the various
communities in the form of profits on the produts gr.own and sold qy the pupils.
In this work the pupils are carefully supervised by the teachers of agriculture, who are employed for the calendar years 1n order that they
can be with the boys during the summer as well
as during the nine or ten months of the school
year.
These projects are a great help in making the
school agriculture correlate with practical farm
work. The boy in reality becomes a farmer and
canies out his project the same as if he were
operating the farm as an adult.
HOME'S OF FISHES
The dace bui-kls its home in a sort of pyramid.
A spot in tlie bed of a stream is first cleared down
to the sand and here _the first layer of eggs are
placed. The fisl1es then cover the eggs with a
layer of pebbles which they bring to the nest in
their mouths. On top of this layer of pebbles another layer of -eggs is laid, then another layer of
pebbles and so on until a mound some seven or
eight inches in height is built.
The lamprey eel also builds its nest in a sort of
mound or pyramid. In the early spring it leaves
the seaboard and proceeds up some ·river until it
finds a likely spot in which to deposit its spawn.
Some of the stones which are brought to the nest
are surprisingly large. The pair, in moving a
stone that weighs several pounds, place their
sucking mouths to it and throwing their tails in

the air raise the stone by a convulsive effort, and
the current or tide pushing against the eels and
the st9ne move it along several feet before the
weight of the stone drags them to the bottom
again. In this way by many repeated efforts the
stone is finally conveyed to the nest.
Thi:! most vigilant of all nest builders are the
four-spined sticklebacks. The various species,
though similar in their general style of architecture, vary somewhat in the location of the nests.
Some build their nests of weeds and gravel upon
the bottom ,of the sea, others are hung from some
overhanging ledge, or swing in the tide from the
sunken bough of some overhanging tree, undergoing a process akin to rocking.
Then 'the:rre are some fish that tote their homes
with them in the manner of a snail. The Antennerias intrenches itself among weeds and gravel
in which it places its eggs, and entangled firmly
among the weeds swims around with its young.
The toad-fish also builds its nest somewhat along
the order of the Antennarias, entwining itself
among weeds and gravel, where it rears its.young,
whose yolk sacs enable them to cling to the stones
of the nest soon after birth, and thus clinging
they remain until they are strong enough to swim
away.
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INTER.ESTING R.ADIO NEWS AND HINTS
)I.JOHNSTON H. F. REFLEX TWIN
CIRCUIT

l

Here is a radio that will not only pull in local
~roadcasting stations, but the distant one as well,
pd it works with a crystal detector. It is a
jlrather large set to build, but as it can pick up
:,Cuba, Omaha, Chicago, Toronto and othe1· distant
,itations in mid-summer it is a fine set to awn.
(Here are the parts needed to -build one:
1 Formica panel, size 7x24.
1 Baseboard, size 6x23.
1 Variocoupler with 10 taps 180 degrees.
1 Coil 75 turns No. 24 wire with 7 taps.
2 .0005 variable condensers, one vernier.
1 .001 variable condenser.
1 Vernier 8 ohm rheostat.

wired just the way it shows here, but you must
shorten the wires all you can by taking short cuts,
providing you do not let the wires come closer
than half an 'inch to each other. Radio amplification calls for short wiring, and this is a radio
amplified set.
The front panel carries a dial for each condenser, a knob for each rheostat and the potentiometer, the crystal detector, the switches, taps
and the jacks. When making a radio receiver
the best plan is to set up the panel and baseboard. Then place all the instruments where they
should be attached, care being taken to place them
where the wiring will be the shortest. When you
are satisfied with the locations draw out a plan
for the panel on a piece of _paper the same size as
the panel. Stick it to the face of the panel with
mucilage around the edge, and lightly tap the ex~
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Johnston H. F. Reflex Twin Circuit

,.

2 20-ohm rheostat.
1 Potentiometer 300 ohms.
1 Crystal detector.
3 Lamp sockets.
1
2 U. V. 201-A lamps.
1 U. V. 201 detector lamp.
2 Audio transformers 10 to 1 and 5 to 1.
1 Radio transformer.
2 .001 mica condensers.
2 Single circuit jacks.
6 Double binding-posts.
3 Switches.
17 Switch points.
Sphagetti and busbar.
As usual; our wiring diagram shows how the
set looks when viewed behind the pal,lel. By adopt,ng this method we make everything plain and
simple, so any one can understand it, as few people can read technic&l plans. The set must be

I

act places you are going to drill, using a sharppointed tool and hammer. Always drill in on the
face of the panel, as drilling from the rear may
cause the composition to chip around the edges
of the holes.
Before mounting the instruments, you can put
a dull finish on the panel by rubbing it from side
to side with fine emery paper and oil. You then
mount the rheostat, potentiometer, the variocoupler, tlll·ee condensers, switches and their taps,
the jacks and the crystal detector, if you are going to place the latter on the face of the panel ·
for convenience.
The coil, lamp sockets, transformers and battery binding-posts are fastened to the baseboard
about where indicated in the diagram. The coil
rests at an angle propped up on a small wooden
block under the edge toward the panel. This
block can be fastened to the baseboard, and the
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coil can be secured to the block with a small piece
of angle brass. The fixed condensers are fastened to the wiring when the set is soldered up.
A careful study of the diagram shows where
each wire is connected. If busbar is used, a ve1·y
handsome job can be turned out if the angles are
neatly bent with a pair of pliers, and very small
soldered joints are made. It is always good practice to insulate each wire with spaghetti. The
writer always put the spaghetti on after the wires
are bent, as this insulation is likely to break at
the joint if you bend it with pliers after it covers
the wire. It is also important to use as little
soldering paste as possible, and to clear off the
excess paste when the joint is soldered, to prevent corrosion. Alcohol or gasolene will clear
the joints. Never u.se acids for soldering radio
sets. When the set is all wired up, it should be
tested before the lamps are placed in the sockets,
for if by mistake you make a wrong connection
with the "B" battery, it would burn out, and destroy your lamps. You will need a volt-meter
to test the circuit, but if you have none your
dealer in radio supplies can test it for you. The
test is made by removing ,all the lamps from the
set. Then turn on the filament and B batteries.
A fifty-volt meter is then applied to the Fx and
F- posts on each lamp. If the meter shows over
six volts, the current of the B battery is getting
into the filament current. Do not put lamps in
the sockets until the trouble is corrected.
When sure the set is all right you can light
the lamps and proceed to tune it as follows:
The antenna coil switch is first set on the third
switch point and the .001 condenser plates turned
out two-thirds. The varicoupler coupling is set
at about three-fourths its maximum. Next turn
out the plates o{the primary condenser .6665, and
bring in a station with the grid condenser of the
second lamp. You can build up the signal by
varying the two small condensers, turning the
antenna condense:r, and adjusting the potentiometer which gives its loudest sounds when placed
on the negative side. The antenna condenser is
not as critical as the other two. It is hard to
tune this set at first, but ea sy enough when you
acquire the knack of it.
The set i s noiseless, and should be operated with
as high plate voltage as possible.
When laying out the panels it is best arranged
by having the two jacks at the bottom on the
right-hand side, when facing the pan·el. Above
the jacks are two rheostats and above the rheost ats the crystal detector. The two .0005 condenser dials with the variocoupler dial between
t hem are in a line in the middle of the panet, the
potentiometer is above the .0005 dial on the righthand side, the two variocoupler switches and taps
;ne above the variacoupler dial, and the anten na
switch and taps are above the .0005 left-h and condP:1s2r. At the extreme left, at the bottom is
th e t hird rheostat, and above it the dial for t he
.001 variable condenser.
T he aerial, ground and battery binding-post s
a re ·~t the b ack of the baseboa-rd, close t o its edge,
so yGU can connect up the batteries behind tile reccive1·.
The r a dio tr ansformer can be placed behind the
two rheosta t s on the right-hand side, one of the
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audio transformers can stand behind the crystal
detector and the second audio transformer can
stand at the rear of the baseboard behind the
radio transformer. The lamps are in a linf.. near
the rear of the baseboard, one behind the lefth,and .0005 condenser, the next behind the crystal detector, and the third behind the first righthand jack.
This set is really one step of radio amplification
added to a reflex circuit, and gives one step of
tuned radio, one step of transformer-coupled radio amplification, crystal detection and one step
of audio frequency amplification on two tubes.
The coil emplored in the antenna circuit is bankwound •on a 4-mch tube and has 70 turns of No.
24 wire tapped at 30, 40, 50, 60, 65, 70 and 75
turns. When the set is working it is easy to find
out if it is functioning as a detector. This is
done by lifting the cat's whisker from the crystal, and if the set works with it lifted, it indicates
that the crystal is not working. The second tube
not burning bright enough and acting as a detector is the cause. The weaker the signal is when
the cat's whisker is lifted, the better the set is
working. The battery voltage varies with different sets. The filament will, of course, require
6 volts, but you can try 22½ or 45 on the plate
circuit. If higher voltage is needed it can go up
to 90 volts for 201-A U. V. tubes, but a higher
voltage should be applied with caution. The
tuned radio frequency part of the set will take
care of the new broadcasting wave lengths, and
adds a novel feature to the reflex circuit.
RADIO AMATEURS HELP
Sticking to their radio sets for three days
and nights during the unexpected rise of the
Arkansas River, radio amateurs in this vicinity
recently maintained communication between this
place and Tulso when floods swept a large section of the Tulsa County. Fully 500 people were
driven from their homes and thousands of dollars damage was caused by the high watei·
which put wire lines out of commission.
The towns are connected normally by electric
interburban, four telephones and the telegraph
line, but all were down except the latter and
one telephone. Most of the flood victims, whose
homes had either been destroyed or made uninhabitable, were housed temporarily at a park
here and fed until the water began to recede.
Meanwhile scores who frantically besieged local
telephones had to wait three hours before they
could get a call, though the distance is only
seven miles.
·
Halton H. Friend, a member of the American
Radio Relay League, offered to send messa,ges
through by radio, also bulletins on the rise of
the river for the daily newspapers at Tulsa.
H e got in touch wit h Raymond P. McKinney, 5
S G, and John B. Lewis, 5 W X, at Tulsa, also
E arl W. Abrey, 5 G A at Osceola, Ark. The
first night they kept 15-minute schedules until
2 a. m. and the next two nights . 40-minute
schedules until after midnight for the emerg ency.
Scores of per sonal messages were sent, relieving the minds of relatives of those wh o had lost
their homes. Amateur. stations were al::;.) utilized
by newspaper reporters who were unable to use
wire lines on account of the limited service.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
CLOAK 3,000 YEARS OLD
German archeologists have been called into consultation over a woolen cloak which was unearthed by peat diggers at Skara, Sweden; and
which is believe<j to be between 3,000 and 4,000
years old.
The garment of the Swedish contemporary of
Hammurabi, King of Babylon, and of Abraham,
was found in a remarkable state- of preservation, due to the character of the soil.
SOLE SURVIVOR OF CUSTER'S MESSACRE
The Interior Department has assured itself of
a survivor of the Custer massacre. His name is
Shuh-shee-hash, alias Curley, a Crow Indian now
living on the Crow Indian Reservation in Montana, and he is now drawing a pension from the
Government for his services in the Indian campaigns of 1876. The War Department records
show that he enlisted as a private April 10, 1876,
and was discharged Sept. 30, 1876, by reason of
the muster out of the detachment of Indian
scouts. He was with General Custer June 21 and
took part in the attack on the Sioux village June
25 with the other Crow scouts. The bodies of the
other three were found, but his was not. Curley
was in the fight until the end, when he mixed up
with the Sioux and the Cheyennes, who did not
recognize him. He rejoined his detachment June
80.
ARGENTINE

EXPLORERS
FIND
OLD
METEORITE
A meteorite, which is said to have fallen in the
territory of Chaco, Argentina, 300 years ago and
which has been the object of numerous expeditions since 1774, has been rediscovered by the explorers Le Berthon, Santillan, Alzugaray and Bellotti, who have sent a fragment weighing about
one kilo to the Government of the P1·ovince of
Santiago Del Estero.
Traces of the meteorite were found, and the
place where it fell was known before 1812, but
subsequently it was lost, after which several expeditions failed to locate it. It is said that it was

about the middle of the seventeenth century when
Spaniards guided by the Vilelas Indians found
the great meteoric mass half buried in the sand.
The place was named Campo Otumpa, and an analysis made of the meteorite in 1812 showed that
it consisted of meteoric iron, pure nickel and cobalt. One piece was taken to Buenos Aires and
another sent to the British Museum. Two pistols are said to have been made from the metal
and presented to the president of the -United
States as a token of appreciation for his sympathy toward Argentine independence.
This discovery is likely to cause not only much
scientific discussion, but much public interest in
the outcome of the discoverers' claim to the reward of 2,000 gold pieces and ten square leagues
of land which the Government of Santiago Del
Estero decreed in 1873 for- the discovery of this
meteorite.
The mass, it is asserted, weighs more than fifty-seven tons. It measures 2.80 meters in length,
1.82 in width and 1.40 in thickness.
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LAUGHS
Negative-How do you know he is dishonest?
Positive-Dishonest? Why, I once saw him playing at solitaire, and he couldn't play the game
without cheating.
Mrs. Timmis-I hear your cook has left you.
What was the trouble? Mrs. Rockwell-Our
kitchen is so small that she had to put her bicycle in the cellar, and she thought the dampness
wasn't good for it.
"Paw," asked the little boy, "didn't you say in
your speech that you expected the map of the
world to be changed soon?" "I think I did," said
the orator. "Then v.rhat is the use of my studyin'
jography?"
Policeman-You are -selling liquor after hours.
Proprietor of Saloon-No; these men are burglars, and they are holding me up for drinks. Policeman-Ah I I owe you an apology. Pardon my
intrusion. Good-night, all.
"Do you mean to say that manager has engaged you for next season at $500 a week?" said
one actor. "Tb,at's what he promises." "But, my
dear fellow, that is a fabulous salary!" "No, I
wouldn't call it fabulous. But I'm afraid it'll
turn out to be mythical."
Mistress-Why, Bridget, you surely don't consider these windows washed? Bridget-Sure, I
washed 'em nicely on the inside, mum, so ye can
look out; but I intentionally lift thim a little dirty
on the outside so thim aignorant Jones children
nixt door couldn't look in.
Miss Parvenu (just ho.me from abroad)-There
we saw the Venus de Milo. She was very lovely,
but she had no arms. Miss Geraldine Parvenu
(who stayed at home)-Did you look on the door
of her coach?
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INTERESTING NEWS ARTICLES
SELLS FAMILY FOR $100
John Miller sold his wife and seven children to
Michael Davis of Beech Bottom, W. Va., and then
disappeared. Brooke County, W. Va., authorities
are seeking him. Davis, however, is in Wellsburg jail on complaint of Mrs. Miller.
"l am tired of married life," Miller is reported
to have told Davis, "and I will sell my family for
$100." Davis so informed Sheriff Stephens and
said he accepted the offer. When he called at the
Miller home for the family Mrs. Miller drove him
away and swore out a warrant.
What charge will be made is uncertain. He is
held now for "disorderly conduct."

2-MILE RISE OF OCEAN BED WITHIN 23
YEARS
Officers of the Eastern Telegraph Com,.. , 1y's
ship which is repairing a broken cable between
St. Helena and Capetown report t hat the ocean
bed has risen t o within three-quarters of a mile
of the surface at a point where the chart showed
the depth to be three miles. The soundings for
the chart were taken in 1899, the year in which
the cable was laid. The discovery suggests that
there has been a recent submarine convulsion.
Scientists were both interested and surprised
at the report that the ocean floor between Capetown and St. Helena had risen two and a quarter
miles. There is no record of any recent disturbance in that section of the globe, although there
have been submarine convulsions between San
Francisco and the Hawaiian Islands which raised
a huge tidal wave and disturbances in the sea ofl'
the west coast of South America.
The stretch between the two points mentioned
in the cablegram is a long one. Any seismic disturbancein the sea changes the configuration of
the ocean floor and plays the _mischief with the
cables. Recently a new depth finder has been put
in use which enables soundings to be made at a
much greater depth than formerly.

GOOD-BY TO PAPER CAR-WHEELS
The paper car-wheel, that once made Pullman
traveling a much less noisy business than it
might have been, must roll into the discard. The
paper wheels were not able to stand the new types
of heavy construction.
The paper wheels were made of 192 sheets of
strawboard paper pasted together, pressed while
wet, baked, and dried in kilns for six months.
These paper forms were then turned in a lathe to
t he proper shape and size, and fitted with steel
t ires and side-walls.
A 38-inch paper wheel weighed about 1,070
pounds. The new wheels, which are 36 inches in GOLDFISH TO REPLACE CHILDREN AND
DOGS
diameter and entirely of steel, weigh 925 pounds.
Barred from keeping babies, dogs and cats in
The paper wheel had to 'be discarded because,
with the new heavy cars, braking increased al- apartments, city dwelling Americans have turned
most 100 per cent, and the paper did not expand to the goldfish. Upon this flamboyant minnow is
with the steel tire in response ·to the friction of . being lavished all the affection that is denied its
usual objects by city restrictions.
t he brnkes.
This came to light when the Grassyforks fisheries, near Martinsville, Ind., announced plans for
NATURAL WOOD WITH ARTIFICIAL TINT raising 5,000,000 goldfish next year. Heart-hunMany of our most famous woods are known by gry flat dwellers will snap up the 5,000,000 aa
their colors. Ebony wood, we know, is black. soon as the fish are large enough to lf:lave the
Walnut is a brownish-black and mahogany is red. breeding ponds, officials of the fisheries company
Were we to go into a furniture store to purchase pl'edicted.
a walnut table, we should be considerably surThe goWfish is an ideal city pet, according io
prised if the merchant were to attempt to sell us Dwight S. Ritter, distribution manager. Clean?
a table made from a greenish-colored wood and Why, it lives in water. It is quiet and companion-tell us that it was walnut. We'd probably wallc able and gives ,a home atmosphere to two rooms
out and brand him as several kinds of a liar. But and a kitchenette that can be equalled by nothini'
he might be perfectly truthful. The "black" wal- but a rubber plant.
nut might be green, or, conversely, the green wood
The local hatchery is a virtual goldfish trust,
might be "black" walnut.
supplying more than 60 per cent. of the goldfish
Science has discovered that the wood of grow- sold in the United States. The fi:sh are raised in
ing trees may be colored with aniline dyes so that 170 ponds covering seventy-five acres. Some ot
tinted lumber will be produced several months the large ponds contain 250,000 fish, it is estilater when the tree is cut and sawed. A slant- mated.
ing hole is bored through the foot of the tree
Ten varieties of fish are raised,· including the
trunk and into this is poured a dye solution, fill- common goldfish, the Japasene fan and nymph.
ing the hole to the brim. The natural circula- the American fantail, the Chinese moor and teltory system of the tree absorbs the dye and dis- escope, the Orunda, the Lion Head and the Calico.
tributes it io every cell, so that when the lum- The common fish a:re not allowed to mingle with
ber is sawed the wood is tinted. It is said that the more aristocratic varieties, but are kept in
a lmost any color may be effected in this way, so separate ponds.
don't be astonished if your furniture dealer tells
Caring for the fish occupies the entire time of
you that a table made from a green wood is a number of men. The fish are fed a mixture of
"black" walnut or ebony or mahogany. He may ground meal, middlings and oats, prepared in •
be right.
special kitchen.
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HERE AND THERE
BRITISH FARMER DIGS UP COIN WORTH
$1,000
A Sheffeld farmer, while digging in his fields
recently found a silver coin of antique origin, but
in a splendid state of preservation. He had it appraised and found it to be worth 250 pounds ~terling. The coin is a Charles I crown and was mmted
at the time when silver was very scarce.

WORLD'S SEVEN WONDERS
Three groups of "wonders," each contai~ing
seven are listed· as seven wonders of the ancient
world, seven wonders of the Middle Ages and seyen wonders of the modern world.
The first group comprises pyramids of Egypt,
hanging gardens of Babylon, temple of Diana at
· Ephesus, statue of Jupiter by Rhidias, mausoleum
of Artemisia;- Colossus of Rhodes.
The second group comprises the Coliseum of
Rome catacombs of Alexandria, great wall of
China', Stonehenge, leaning tower of Pisa, porcelain tower of Nanking, mosque of St. Sophia.
The modern group comprises wireless, telephone, airplane, radium, antiseptics and antitoxins, spectrum analysis, X-ray.
WAXED PAPER FOR SHANGHAI BAKERS
Shanghai bakers used to wrap their bread and
cakes in nice green lotus leaves. But the days
of this romantic practice a1·e gone forever. According to the new regulations covering bakery
products, effeetive fo Shanghai June 1, bread and
other products must be suitably wrapped in
greaseproof or similar paper. The clause in the
regulation covering this particular requirement
quoted by Assistant Trade Commissioner A. V.
Smitk il). a report to the Department of Commerce, reads as follows:
"That bread and bakery products shall, upon
sale or when carried or handled for sale, or delivered in baskets, vehicles or otherwise, be suitably
wrapped in greB1Seproof paper or other cleanly
covering, in sµch manner '0.s to completely protect
the bread from dirt, dust a-nd flies, or from liarmful contact in handling."
BEETLES -BORE THROUGH LEAD CABLES
Beetles, which bore through lead cable, but
which, nevertheless, do not or cannot penetrate
pure gum rubber, have proved a serious problem
and pest in California and many other parts of
the United States. One of the most important
injuries inflicted by these beetles is the dam.age
done to the lead sheathing of telephone cables in
California. The beetles bore circular holes in the
sheathing, about one-tenth inch in diameter. Moisture enters the cable through these holes, causing a short-circuiting of the wires and interruption of service to the public. As on!) hole may put
from 50 to 600 or more telephones out of use for
from one to ten days, the damage is rather extensive. From experiments undertaken by the
Bureau of ijntomology of the United States De-

partment of Agriculture it has. been learned that
the beetle is able to penetrate any lead alloy used
as a cable sheathing or any poison or repellant
placed on it. Probably it is able to penetrate the
poisons because it does not feed as it bores
through. Beef tallow, when sufficiently soft, will
stick to the beetle and suffocate it, and has been
used with some success on the rings which suspend the cable, since practically all the boring is
done near the rings. Layers of friction tape impede the baring, and thin sheets of copper, zinc
and steel prevent it.
A GREAT MOUNTAIN RIVER
The Snake or Shoshone River is one of the little
known wonders of our country. The Geol.ogical
Survey has been making an extended survey of
the Snake o·r, more properly, Shoshone River between Huntington, Oreg., and Lewiston, Iaaho.
The Shoshone Riyer is one of the most wonde1·ful
rivers of the world and rivals any in this country
for grandeur et scenery. It rises_ in the mountains of western Wyoming, flows through Idaho
to the Oregon State boundary and forms the
boundary for 100 miles between Oregon and Idaho. It then flows westward across the southeastern part of Washington and enters in;to the
Columbia River. Its length is estimated to be
abo11t 1,000 miles. Whe1·e the North and South
Foi-'ks unite the elevation is 4,800 feet, and at the
mouth, where it enters the Columbia, it is 340
feet. Its course is through a mountainous countryl
here and there entering plains, winding aroun<1
seemingly extinct volcanoes, passing through fertile lands in Washington. It is noted for its wonderful canyons, and in pfaces for the springs that
pour in great abundance from its northern wall.
A fine exhibition of cataracts is furnished at the
Thousand Springs, near Hagerman, Idaho, between Salmon Falls and the point where the Sa:-.
mon Falls River enters from the south. The
springs in countless numbers issue from rocks far
up the faces of nearly vertical precipices. The
water does not make the descent in a single leap,
but in a series of cascades. It is lashed into foam
by contact with the rocks, and the beauty. of the
scene defies description. The Shohone Falls are
among the wonders of the world. Many of the
canyons of the river are from 1,000 to 3,000 feet
in depth and the water flows rapidly over irregular beds, forming long rapids and magnificent
cascades. A number Qf ·side alcoves, or short,
"blind" canyons, leading off the main canyons,
owe their existence to great springs. These side
canyons receive no surface s.treams, and there is
no other explanation of their formation. The
springs undermine t-he rock by removing the soft
material on which it rests. The rock falls into
th~ spring and gradually sinks into its soft bed,
and thus the canyons are formed. Often the undermining is on so large a scale that the falling
rock becomes a landslide. The water in the
streams which the springs form is intensely blue
and very clear. Some of them are well stocked
with trout, although on the edge of a desert.
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AGENTS WANTED
AGENTS

WANTED TO ADVERTISE our goods and

distribute free samples to consumers: 90c an hour:
.,-rite for full particulars. Amerlca.n Product& Co.,
t701 American Bldg. , Cincinnati, Ohio.

HEL:P WANTED
BE A DETECTIVE.

Qpportnalty for men and women
for eecret Investigation 1n your district. Write C. T.
Ludwig, 521 Westover Bldg .• Kansas City, Mo.
DETECTIVES NEEDED EVERYWHERE. Work home
or travel experience unnecessary. Write Goorge Wa.1ner, former Govt. Detecthe, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.
EARN $20 weekly spare time, at home, addresslnlf.

malling music, clrcuhmt. Send 10c for muslo, in.forJnatloo. American Musio Co., 1658 Broadway. Dept.
IY, N. Y.

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED

-~~~~;s,
Cui~rt hr~~~!;• \::tt~Li1e;a~teiu~~~~u~f5
Jionnlbal, Mo.
8

PERSONAL
ATTRACTIVE LADY, wealthy, but lonely, will marry,
(E. B .), care B-1022, Wichita, Kansas.
MA A RY-Wrt.to for big new directory with photos and

PERSONAL-Contin ued
MARRIAGE PAPER-20th year. ·Bl& issue with doscrlp-.

tions, photoll, names and addresses. 25 cents. Na
other fee. Sent sea.led. Box 2265 R. Boston, Maas.
LONESOME-WORLD'S GREATEST CLUB for lonesome pecple: larrest. best; established many YMrs
t'hou~ands of c.ttra.ctJve, con'.:;'enia.l, wealthy members
evor;>where, worth $4,000 to $400,000, wllllng to marn.
Honorable. 61.ncere people, write. I ,vJU send you free
Hundreda complete descrlotlons.
One may be your
"ld-0al.
Am ma.kln&" many Pappy. Quick results guar;R;1e,
F~~~Js~~l Club. Hon.
MARRY. Thousands conecnlal people worth from $1,000
to $50,000, seekJng early ma.rr-lage; descrlpUons,
photos. introducUou.s flco. Sealed. Either sex. Send
no money. A..rtdress Standiurt Cor. Club, Gray:,htko. Ill.
MARRY-Free photographs. directory and descrlotions
of wealthy members. Pay when married. New Plan
Co., Dept. S6. Kan!las City. Mo.
MARRY, HEALTH, WEALTH-Members everywhere,
worth to $50,000. Photos, descriptions free. SOCIAL
ACTIVITI ES. Cimarron, Kru,.
MARRY-MARRIAGE DI RECTORY with photos and
· dei-icdpttons free. Pay when tnnrried. The Exchange,
D ept. 545. lia:iau City, Mo.
MARRY: Thousands conc:en1al veople, worth from
$1.000 to $50,000 seeking early marriage, dcscrtptlons,
r:,hotos, introductions fre~. Sealed. l~1tber St"X. Send
no money-. Address Standard Cor. Club, Grayslake. Til.
PRETTY GIRLIE, wealtl1y, but oh, so lonely, wlll
m:irry. 0 .• Club, Box 55. Oxford. Jl'h.
SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. Egyptian
secnts. Black art, other rare books. Catalog !ree.
Star Book Co., 0R23, 122 Federal St., Camden, N. J.
PRETTY GIRLIE, wealthy, but Ob~ so losesome, will
ma,rry. 0., Ro-,c ti5, Oxforrl, Fln.
UNENCUMBERED widower, worth $60,000, lono]Jo".
wants wife. U., Ilox 35, Loague, Toledo, Ohio.
WHOM SHOULD YOU MARRY? We'll tell you. Send
300 and birth date to Character Studios, 1515 Masonic Temple, Ne-w York City.
0

~.\~e:

~gr.. Olie-tug~~e

deacdptlous .Free. National Agency, Dept. A, Kansas
Olty, Mo.
ATTRACTIVE YOUNCl LADY, worth $25,000, will
rn r.rry.
(E-B), Box 1022, W!chlla, Kan•••·
BACH ELD A, 38, worth $100,000, anxious to ma.rry, Y.,
Box 35, League, '£olcdo, Ohio.
iEAUTtFUL you~ lady, Governeoo, would Jlke to meet
r•flned, highly educated genUeman. P, 0. Box 817,
;orfolk, ConnectJcut.
EAUTIFUL, wealthy, lady rancher{ 40, wante husband.
S. . Box 35, LeSlfUe, Toledo, Oh o.
BEST, LARGEST MATRIMONIAL CLUB In Country,
Es tablished 19 Years.
Thousands Wealthy wlsh1ni
Early Marriage. ConfldonUal. Free. The Old Reliable W~~"LT7~. wJ~o~.•W\~~i Young Widow, age 22. League,
Club. Mrs. Wrubel, Box 26, Oal<land, Call!.
WEALTHY, pretty, a.tTectiona.te glrl. would marry.
~nclosing envelope. Doris Dawn, South Euclid,
C~~':,;'!~Nlox~~?oo~lor'a.~rW /80,000, wlshes to marry. 01
1
l>O YOU WANT NEW FRIENDS? Write Betjy Lee, WHOM SHOULD YOU MARRY? We'll tell you. Send
800 and birth date to Cha.racter Stuclles., 1515 Masonto
Inc., 4254 Broadway., New York City. Stamp appre~
TemplG, New York City.
(llated.
~HANOSOME LADY ot rneana; would marry It suited. WI DOW, 40, owning large: ranch, will marry. s., Box
85, Learue, 'l'oledo, O1lto.
(Stamp.) V1o1et, B ox 7S7. Denhlson. Ohio.
\iUNDREOS aee\dn(: marriage. If slncero enclose sta.mv. YDUNCl AND PRETTY GIRL, wo,·th $65,000, will
marry, Club, B-1022, Wichita, Kons33,
Mrs. F. \Villard, 2928 B road way, Cht ca.F.O, Jllinols.
IF LONESOME exchange jolly letters with beautiful
Jadtos aad ,-..·ee.lthy gentlemen. Eva Moore, Box 908,
SONGWRITERS
Jacksondlle, Fla. (Stamp).
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG-We oompose mualo.
Submit :rour poems to us a.t once. New York Melody
Corporation. 40!S E. Roman Bldl:',, New York.
.

z~ue,

MANY CULTURED IUld refined men and women de11te
to correspond.
Object, m&trlmony.
Ir int,ere,;ted,

ID'i\:o~i'..J.orBw~~~7~ \~t~:

D~~?~~i;.:

Only $l!.OO down a.nd $1.00
per we&k for thls platinum fin.,
finest pierced ARTEX r1ng wtth
two FI'ench cut blue sapphires on
sides. Guaranteed full 1 Ct. perf.ect
cut stone of blue white diam.ond radiance and beauty. For a flawless
diamond or this cut and size, you,
would pay, elsewhere, upwards of
$150. Our special prlce only $12.00and ten weeks to pay it. Send for
yours now. ~ State whether ladies' or gents' desired, IP'Vin&'
finger stze. Our guarantee protects you.
p
ARTEX COMPANY
.
1133 Broadway'
New York Cit-,, N. Y.

BAGGING A
HIPPO
There are two
ways of bagging
a hippopotamus,
says a writer in
the Wide World
M agMine, a n d
neither is justified unless t h e
s p o r t s m a n is
sorely in want of
food, for its meat
is very poor indeed and wants a
good deal of
preparation to be
palatable to any
one except the
starving. It has
a taate I can only
descri!lllas fishy,
somethmg what
beef would taste
like after being
wrapped up for
a couple of days
with a Scotch
haddock of doubtful freshness.
The hippo may
be shot in water.
W h e n mortally
wounded he will
sink and will not
reapp_e ar on the
surface for several hours. If he
is only slightly
wounded, he may
charge, but more
often he will flee
and die in the
reeds to serve as
food for scavenger birds pr crocodiles.
The other and
m o r e sporting
way is to shoot
him on land. This
is, as a rule, only
possible at night
or late in the
evening and early
in the morning.
It would not be
wise to find oneself between the
r i v e r and the
wounded hippo,
for he at once
m a k e s for the
water by the
shortest r o u t e ,
and he g o e s so
fast that getting
out of the way
requires
pretty
speedy feet and
great coolness of
nerve. .

RAPID MANU-

FACTURE OF
PAPER
BARRELS

SellKMlfaon ..Detter.Mad•"•Sblt'tl,Pajamae. and Ntcb.t1btrta 41.rect trorn our

fv!ato,.1:;~J{arf;~:!\~!~!!~~:~tl~::

A new paperbarrel machine is
claimed to offer
great possibilities
in the production
of c o n t a i ners.
Though made of
paper, its product is light,
strong and durable, . and can be
made rapidly in a
great variety of
shapes. The machine consists essentially of a cylinder in two
parts, which can
be i:;eparated to
produce barrels
of d i f f e r e n t
i:;hapes an d the
two halves are
rotated t:>gether
on a horizontal
axis.
Tough " c h i p
boa rd " pap er
from a roll, passing through tension rpllers and
an adhesive· c:iating d e v i c e , is
wound tightly on
the cylinder in a
p r e <l e t ermined
number of layers.
The depth of the
barrel is adjusted
by the separation
o f t h e cvlinder
halves. When the
required t h i c k ne~s h a s b e e n
laid on, a f'litting
wh~el divides the
paper into two
e o u a 1 portions,
which are drawn
apart, an d ·th e
receives
middle
an additional windinit to
form the bilge.
Water-glass, or
silicate of soda,
w h i c h sets so
quickly that the
barrels are rea<ly
for immediate use, is the
adhesive;
usual
and for liquids a
neutral
special
coating is applied
inside to prevent
corrosion.

ceptlonal Ta.lues. No e:a:perlt'nce or
cap.ital rt-quired. I..a.rtre 1tead.7 income
u1ur"d· Enttnly new proP4?9:ltton,
WllITE FOR FREE s,.,MPL£$.

These tires readily give
our customers thousands
of miles of good servicethese are GOODRICH, GOODYEAR, Flll£STONE, FISK-and
other well known standard make used tires. The
guarantee protects
you. Greater service

MADISON SHIIIT CO., G03 Otway, k. Y. City

,~~~!~o~b!~!:
you select trom c• Styles, colors and

fnrlel!llmoney , Batie .. -"'ili;,...i:;1111,
faction asaured. Order • euon'a • apply now.

Lowest Tire Prlcoa In America
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toll you HOW you

can cet tlll• handsome 7•
jewel 10-yea.r 1:uaranteed

rold-fllled :Bracelet Wat.ell
ABSOLUTELY FREE

Guaranteed 'rime Keep.
er. Given tor selling only
· 30 cards or Drees Snap-Fas•
:;,t,ners at 10c per card. Easily
EARN BIG MONEY
Rold.
OR PREMIUMS. Order your
c-ards TO-DAY. Send no mone)•.
\Ve trust you ttll goods are sold.
A..;wERICAN SPECIALTY CO.
Lanca,ter, Pa.
ox 127 Z

LOVELY HAIR GROWTH

~II~
Box Free To You!

Bracelet Watch comes in an
elaborate nbat box. Write at
once for FREE Watch Plan.
HOME ~UPPLY CO.
131 Duano St .. Oept.998,N.V_

~~s

FREE

Gold • plated Lav•
allere, 3 spark•
ling ston!'S, and
Cbain, Gold plated
Net.bersolE> Brae&1 et, Bluebird
Enamel Brooch,
pair Lingerie
Clasps, ALL
FREE for Relllna
30 pckgs. Chewing Gum at 5r a pckg.
BLUINE
245 Mill Street,

lllFG. CO.
Concord Jct., llfass,

Would You Lik• Such a R ..ult cu Thilr

Do you want, PREE, a ttla t box
of Koak:ott 1th•t has proved 1uc-cessful In 10 many cue,? If to,
you need only to an1wer this ad.
bv post--c.at·d or letter, askin5' for
FREE BOX. This famous pre•
paration la for dandruff, thinniTIS hair and several forms of
BALDNESS. In many case, a
new hair 5'rowr:h has been le•
ported when all else
had failed. So why
not sec for youtselll
JC01kott ls uted bv men and women; ii J• perfectly
ba.rmleu and often starr• hair arowth In a few clava.
Dept. KF-a73
KOSKOTT LABORATORY
Sta. F., New York

fREE

-· .H~A:\NfifAR~1• ~:
'ti .,,·:s·ffl,
., .,. JK

• .
•

Your akin can be qulcltly cleared of Pimples, Black•
beade. Acne Eruptions on the face er body. l:!arbwa
Itch, Eczoma, Enl.nrged P-o. -Oily or Shiny S ; l
Booklet, •
•f~E
ffl'1liP \'hlto
l!PD
ns how J i:o
JN,'
D.JC,BJ.,
II:'

t1· . .

•at• · r ll ted fvr 1
=i: • 0.00¥•
IJOPO c...~ ••~•
E. S. GIVEN&. I: thlalloal ,r::-, K-s11s ~ cty,Mo,
I~

U

l'i }tit

•

ble,nt:C:,

FREE!!!

cents a Package.

Fine, handsome. service•
able Football, strong11
<.M>wed, fitted with strong,
rnliber bladder: satlstac•
t1on guarant<'E'd; given
for SE'lllng 25 pnckag~
Colored Postcards at lll
Writ"

COLUMBIA NOVEL1"1 CO.
East Hoston, Mau.
Dept. 90

Comics, Cartoons, Commercial, Newspaper
and Magazine Illustratlng, Pnstel Cra.von
l'ortrnlts an<l Fasbions. Hy Mail or Local BoysandGirls~
\i'
Classes. Ensy mE>tbod . ,vritc for terms and Write for 50 sM:s
AMgRIC.AN CHRIR'I'MAS .SEALS. Sell to~
List of su,·ce,ssful students.
10c n. set. 'When sold, send us $3.00 and keep
ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS

am Xmas Mnney

A-92 Flatiron Building-, New York

u.oo.

B. Neubecker, 961 -E. 23d St., Bffoklyn,~~

GOODYEAR RAINCOAT FRE]§

Goodyear Mfg. Co., 1817-RD Goedyear Bid«,.
Kansas City, Mo., Is making an offer to Belli\
a handsome raincoat to oae person In en~
lorallty who will show ancl recomD'end 1t
friends. It yuu want one write toda.,.

WILD WEST WEEKLY
1055
' 1056
1057
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1059
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1062

1003

1064
1065

106G
1007
1068

1069

- - LATEST ISSUES - Young Wild West's, Marked Mustong; or, Trapping
the Horse Thieves.
" and "Puncher Pete"; or, Arletta and the Dynamite.
" Almost Beaten; or, The Secret of the Blasted
Pine.
•· BulToln Runt; or, Ar!{'tta's Awful ltlrle.
'' at Bollvar B11tte; or, The Camp Thnt Was Run
bv "Bnrl" MPn.
" and the 'l'rapped Troopers; or, Arlettn and the
Apache Am hush.
" ancl the Cowgirl Queen; or, The Clenn-up at
Rant'h Forty.
" and the Indian Agent; or, Ari et ta's Daring
Expose.
" and the Rieb Ranchero; or, The Shot That
Made n Friend.
" and the Death Stream; or, Arletta's Awful
Alternative.
" and ''Spotted Sam"; or Trailing a Halfbreed.
" Scrimmage in Mexico; or, Arietta and the Va•
•
quero Dandy.
" Balking the "Bad" Men; or, Saved by the Clever
C'hlnee.
" Leading the Cowboys; or, Arletta's Flght With
the Rustlers.
" Outwitting the Outlaws; or, Dandy Dick's De•
flnDCP.

1070

"

1071

"

1072

"

1073

"

1075

"

1076

"

1077

"

1078

"

1079

"

1080

"

1081

"

1082 "
1083

"

1084 "
lOAA "
1086 "

•

Pursuing the Pawnees: or, Arletta and the Red·
skln.. Princess.
and "Cunning Chip"; or, Tile Gold Gang of
the Guieb.
and th{' Border Crooks; or, Arletta and the
Smuggler Queen.
Fighting the Fire Fiends; or, Saving a Herd
of Cattle.
and the Silent Scout; or, The Slgn That Saved
th{' Settlement.
Sta kin-: a Tenderfoot; or, Arletta and the Grizzly Bear.
Roping the "Ghost Dancers"; or, Spoiling an
Indian Outbreak.
Ca ptnrlng a Claim; or, Arletta and the Gold
Pocket.
and the Dendwood Deadshot; or, The Man Who
Was Hard lo Beat.
RPRculng a R~nchman; or, Arletta and the
Renegade Cowboys.
BPtrayed by a Greaser; or, Sealed in nn Aztec
Tomb.
Flgh t at the Forks; or, Arletta and the Lost
Emigrant Train.
anrl the DeRperado; or, The Masked Men of the
Mountain.
Westo11 Welcome; or, Arietta's Birthday Gift.
Rapid -Fire Flp:nt: or, Holdlnl' a Cave of Gold.
at n Cowboy "Shindig"; or, Arletta Cal!1ng a
Bluff.

I
I

1087

"

1088
1089

"
"

1000

"

1091

"

and Hen or Santo; or, The Brigands of the
Border.
Calling the Cavalry; or, Arletta's Tbrilllng Ride.
Ready Rifle; or, The Bullet That Found a
Mark.
Road Agent Round -Up; or, A..rletta Carrying
the Mall.
and the R<><l Raochero; or, The Plot to Burn
a Settlement.

For ••le by all new•dealero, or wHl be •ent to anr
addreu on rec-,lpt ot price, 7e per copy, ID monelY or
oootaa-e atRmpa, by
HARRY l!l. WOLFF, Publloher, IBc,,
New Yark City
1811 Wes·t :)3,l Street,
;

TO
SCENARIOS HOW
WRITE THEM
Price 311 Cents Per Copy

'.l.'his book contains al1 the most recent changes in the
method of construction and submission of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario wrltinir. For sale by all Newsdealers nod Bookstores.
If you cannot procure a copy, send us the price,
81! cents, In money or postage stamps, and we w!ll
mall you one, postage free. Address
L. SENA.RENS, 219 Seventh, Ave., New York, N. Y.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
U~eful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A OY~INAST.-Contnlnlug fnll fllrect!ons for all kinds of gymnastic sports and
athletic exerclaPS. Emhracing thirty-five lllustratlons.
By Professor W. Mncdonald.
No. 2G. HO\X' TO POW, SA.IL AND BUILD A BOAT.
-Fnl!v illustrated. Full instructions are given in this
little book, together wltb instructions on swimming and
riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 28. now TO TFJLL FORTUNES.-Every one Is
desirous of knowjng what his future life will bring
forth, whether happiness or misery. wealth or poverty.
You can tell hy a glance at this little book. Buy one
and be convinced.
No. 29. HOW TO B'ECO'\fE AN INVENTOR.-F,very

boy sboul<1 know how inventions orlglnatPd. This hook
explains thPm nil. giving examples in electricity, hydraulll's, mn.-nPtlsm. optics, pneumatics, mechanics, etc.
No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE. - Containing U1p rulea
and etiquette ot good society and the easiest and most
approved methorls of appearing to good advantage at
parties, bulls, the theatre, church, and in the drawing·
room.
No. ,s. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and
usPfnl little book, containing the rules end regulations
of hllHnrds, bagatelle, bark-gammon, croquet, dominoes.
etc.
No. 3(1. HOW 'l'O SOLVE CONUNDRUllrs.-Contalnlnp; 1111 the INt<'llng C'onundrums of the day, amus!ni;r
riddles, curious cntch{'s •nd witty sayings.
Ne. 40. JIOW TO l\TAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Tncluding lilnts on how to C'atch moles, wen.sels. ottPr, rats,
sQulrrels n.ncl birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
lllnstraJ·ed.
No. 41.

THE BOYS OF NEW YORK ENr> llfEN'S-

JOKE BOOK.-Contuloing a great variety of the latest
jokes used by the most famous end mPn. No amnt{'ur
minstrels Is complete without tllls wonc!Prful little book.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK RTUl\lP·
No. 42.
SPEAKER. - Containing a varied assortment of stump
speeches, Negro, Dutch and Irish. Also end men's jokes.

.Just the thing for home amusement n.ncl nmatenr shows.
No. 411.

TJIE BOYS

OF NEW YORK l\UNR~REL

GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK. - Something new and verY
instructive. Every boy should obtain tbis book, ns It
contains full Instructions for organizing an amateur
minstrel troupe.
No. 46. HOW TO .MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY,
- A description of the wonderful uses of electricity und
eleC'tro magnetism; toi:retber with full lostrnctlons for
making Electric Toys, Ba tterles, etr.. Bv Georp;e Trebel.
A. M., M. D. Containlnp;g over fifty 11lustratlons.
No. 48.

HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL OKNOER. -A

handy book for boYR, <'ontainlng full directions for con•
stru<"ting CRnoes and the most popular manner of sail•
ing them. Fully Illustrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glviog rnles for con•
ducting debatPs, outllnes for debates, ()uestiona for ills•
cussion and the best sources for prncurlng informnt !on
on the questions given.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
-A: valuable hook, ,ilvlng Instructions In cnllf't'tlng, pre-

paring, mounting and prl)serving birds, animals and In·
sects.

No. 51. IIOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Con-

talning e:s:pl:rnlttions of the general principles of sle!p;ht•
of-hn.nd applfcable to card tricks; or card tricks with
ordinary ca1·ds, and not requiring sle!ght-of-hunrl: of
trlcks lnvolv1t1g sleli,:ht-of-J1and, or the use of specially
prepared cnrds. Illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and
handy little book, giving the rules and full direction •
for playing Euchre, Crlbbaire, Cassino, Forty-Five.
Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours, and many other popular games of cards.
No. 56. HOW TO BEOOlllE AN ENGINEER. - Containing full Instructions bow to become a locomotive
engineer; also directions for building a model locomo•
tlve; together with n full description of everything an
engineer should know.

For sale by all newsdealers or will be sent t.o
any address on receipt of price, 10 cents per copy.
in money or postage stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street

New York

